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Abstract

This project examines methods for generating and populating a virtual terrain. The current
standard for displaying terrains utilises realtime adapting quadtrees. Quadtrees do not suit
densely populated terrains which has led to my development of a realtime adapting block
based on a regular grid. The adapting block uses a mipmap style hierarchy of height mapped
grids for diminishing levels of detail.

I have designed a detailed object class both for storing the terrain blocks and for any other
style of geometric triangulated mesh that could populate the terrain. It can employ per
primitive multi-pass and single-pass texturing and will attempt to emulate single-pass
texturing when not available. The objects sort their primitives into runs of similar textures
optimised for the fewest number of texture state changes.

To further optimise both the level of detail interpolation and skeletal animation a new
transform engine was written. It is designed to use a large cache to avoid recalculation of
frequently used values. This was further optimised by the introduction of a new lighting
engine designed for minimal relighting of unchanging geometry.

Shadowing, fogging, detail maps, bump maps and environment maps are all discussed with
regard to increasing the realism of a scene. Pertaining particularly to a non-standard lighting
engine. Both shadowing and fogging are achieved using per vertex or per texel ray tracing
and still accomplish realtime frame rates.

Methods for generating the terrains texture and geometry are discussed in depth and include
methods with large random components and few initial values. Faulting, circle addition (and
derivatives), midpoint plasmas and Fourier noise all fall within this category. Erosion,
layering and partial terrain manipulation have large initial setup requirements and little
randomness and constitute a second category.

The results revealed, not unexpectedly, that realism must be sacrificed for performance.
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1. Introduction

1.1.

Projet Goals

I set out to create an interactive virtual world. This was no small undertaking and involved
research into three major topics. The first and most important was the terrain. The second was
population of the terrain with objects - plants, and rocks etc... The third was the sky and
atmospheric effects.

Terrains and landscapes are topics that have been well studied. Computer rendering of real
terrains finds applications in military simulations, geographical surveys and fly-overs to mention
only a few. Most of the earths landmasses have already been thoroughly mapped (particularly
North America) at resolutions of less than a meter. Real world data is of little use to my project
as I am far more interested in generating artificial terrains. Terrain generation is a vast subject
and one which is still growing. Quite a lot of work has been done recently and this can, in part,
be attributed to home computers being able to handle significantly larger and complex
landscapes than ever before. The methods of terrain generation I have looked at range from
those requiring no user input (completely random) to those which require very specific user
input. Not unreasonably the best methods seem to be a hybrid of these two extremes.

Once the terrain has been generated the question of how to render it arises. This is the singularly
most important design decision in my project as a ‘wrong’ decision here could (and did) degrade
performance hugely. A terrain in which the user has little vertical freedom has the unique and
annoying property of having greatly varying levels of detail between the far and near clipping
planes. When looking at a distant mountain I am not concerned with a rabbit hole on it; I am
only concerned the mountains general shape. Similarly if I am standing in the foothills of the
aforementioned mountain I will not be able to see the mountains general shape but I should be
concerned about putting my foot in the rabbit hole. This property runs contrary to all simple
static and precalculated methods of drawing geometry which are immutable with distance.
Using distance based varying levels of detail can seriously disrupt other objects within the
landscape, particularly in multi-user environments.
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Objects are a very important part of any scene and terrains are no exception. A terrain devoid of
trees and such looks more like a colourful piece of melting plastic rather than a world. I am not
setting out to generate and render every possible object in the world but my project does need a
good generic routine for rendering, in principle at least, every object. The simplest method, and
one which is certainly fast, is to have a pregenerated mesh optimised for a specific graphics API;
either DirectX or OpenGL. Most games use this approach.

This does not work in situations where the mesh must deform, either due to level of detail
changes or skeletal animation. In my project I have researched several methods for displaying
complex arbitrarily shaped objects with varying levels of detail although none have been
satisfactory when taking both performance and visual appeal into consideration.

Choosing a method to render objects with an appropriate level of detail was not the simple end
to objects I hoped it would be. A structure for storing objects became a major consideration, my
first naive attempt at simply storing vertex data became hopelessly inadequate when combined
with different or multiple textures, complex lighting effects and varying levels of detail. What
had begun as a simple hack to store objects became, over this projects course, my second most
important consideration. Research material on this subject proved to be illusive, what I found
tended to recommend using many different simple cases rather than focussing on one generic
routine.

My next consideration was the sky and atmospheric effects. This was a section which was
difficult to define exactly as it encompassed a wide variety of effects. The areas I studied were
clouds, fog and sunlight effects. The display and generation of clouds was a particularly large
section which involved consideration for two separate cases: simulations where the user is terrain
bound and simulations where they are not. The first case is fairly simple, the sky can be regarded
to be 2D geometry with the user always beneath it. This is fastest but does not allow for realistic
cloud generation or movement. In the second case where the user can fly into the clouds,
displaying them becomes more tricky. There are photo-realistic methods for generating clouds
based on lighting conditions and water vapour densities but they fall far short of being realtime.
Decent approximations can be done using particle systems, billboards and layered geometry.
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Different combinations of the aforementioned methods will give differing results of performance
and realism. In many cases a simple sky will suffice as it is a little noticed visual and can often
be annoying as it obscures the terrain.

Fog is another effect which can be photo-realistically drawn using very similar techniques to
those used for clouds. Like clouds photorealistic fog cannot be done realtime. Unlike clouds,
fog interacts a lot more closely with the terrain and this makes fog approximations significantly
more complicated than the equivalent cloud ones. If I watch a plane fly into a cloud bank made
of billboards it looks reasonably realistic whereas if I drive down a road where the fog is made of
billboards the fog will have sharp edges where it touches the road. Approximations to fog will
generally need to be more accurate (and thus slower) than approximations to clouds as a user
will often be in a position to examine highly detailed fogged objects. It is these approximations
for simple fog volumes that my project examines.

My projects goal was the implementation of the features discussed above

1.2.

Design and Format

This thesis is broken into three major chapters. As I am presenting the specification for a
populated terrain two thirds of the length are devoted to chapter 3 - the design considerations.
The final implementation was enormous and during the course of writing chapter 4 - the
implementation - it became apparent that discussing every feature of the implementation would
make this thesis ridiculously long (more so than it is).
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2.

Related Work
Related Work

2.1.

Terrains

There is a prodigious amount of information on generating and displaying terrains available, far
more than one person could read in a year. Fortunately there are web sites devoted to sifting and
sorting it - the most noteworthy of these is the Virtual Terrain Project.

2.1.1.

The Virtual Terrain Project

The Virtual Terrain Project (http://www.vterrain.org/index.html) is both a collection of
documentation on terrain related subjects and an open source terrain design implementation.

There are three VTP applications, the terrain visualiser, the terrain designer and a building
extractor. The terrain format is a height field based on a square regular grid of dimensions
2^n+1, e.g:. 1025, 2049, or 4097. The data is represented in memory by a regular grid of height
values, an implicit binary tree of variance values, and an explicit binary tree of visible faces. A
single large texture of 4096x4096

is used.

The regular grid format was chosen after

comparisons with irregular networks showed it to be more easily manipulated. The BT (binary
terrain) file format was developed by Ben Discoe for the VTP and is now supported by other
software. The VTP terrain designer has been used to model areas of the USA with a resolution
of 30m.

The links in the VTP is fairly well ordered and includes a brief summary of the paper or
application. The rendering-LOD section has the greatest relevance to my project and includes
the following papers.

“Visualization of Large Terrains Made Easy” by Peter Lindstrom and Valerio Pascucci is a
discussion of practically every terrain rendering method possible, they advocate realtime
adapting meshes using quadtrees to draw the terrain. The methods used have about the same
complexity as other realtime adapting methods.
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“Real-time Optimally Adapting Meshes” by Mark Duchaineau et al concerns itself with reducing
terrain detail to achieve a system independent frame-rate. They use a hierarchal quadtree design.
It is not appropriate to my project as it makes no allowances for objects on the terrain.

“Real-Time Generation of Continuous Levels of Detail for Height Fields” by Stefan Roettger et
al is another paper on quadtrees for terrain rendering.

2.2.

Graphics Engines

Methods for transforming, lighting, fogging and culling polygons all fall under the broad
“Graphics Engines” heading.

2.2.1.

The 3D Engines List

The 3D engines list (http://cg.cs.tu-berlin.de/~ki/engines.html) is a compilation of over six
hundred links to graphics libraries, sorted according to the criteria: implementation features,
source availability, graphics API support and documentation availability. It is the last category
which I found especially interesting.

2.3.

The

Additional Related Works

web

sites

GameDev.Net

(http://www.gamedev.net)

and

Gamasutra

(http://www.gamasutra.com) provide many useful pieces of information and applications. The
truest related works come in the form of games, terrains are a prerequisite for any outdoor based
game. However due to the length of this thesis I am not presenting a discussion on terrain
modelling in the various games.
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3.

Design Considerations
Design

3.1.

Terrain Design Considerations

The terrain ranks as one of the most important aspects of this project and this is true for almost
any computer generated or displayable scene. Terrains have a number of properties which are
not common to the average 3D geometric object. They are very large and complex. They are
often viewed at highly oblique angles and are often highly self obscuring. These properties make
it difficult for a simple object rendering routine to draw a terrain with any decent amount of
speed. Terrains are also largely flat, the maximum differences between the highest and lowest
elevations are tiny compared to the width. Terrains are generally functions, a terrain will almost
never curve back in on itself. These properties make the automatic generation of a terrain
simpler than a completely arbitrarily shaped real world object.

3.1.1.

Terrain Form

I have made some rather sweeping generalisations in the previous section but made no attempt to
substantiate them. Looking at the form of some specific terrain features a lot of insight can be
gained for more general cases. Giving terrains the property that they must be representable as a
2D function does limit and simplify them but not noticeably so. The examples which best fit are
plains and plateaus. They can be sampled in large increments and remain well behaved and
easily representable. Taking mountain ranges as an example from the opposite extreme does not
thwart the 2D functional approximation. They can still be accurately represented provided the
area is sampled in small enough increments. There is one case which does not fit the
generalisation and can be found where erosion is unusually concentrated, overhanging cliffs
cannot be represented in a 2D functional form as the base lies beneath the overhang. As this is a
relatively rare feature it is tempting to ignore it and make do with very steep, finely sampled
functional cliffs faces except that it will usually be the interesting, exotic locations that will need
to be rendered. A flat plane extending to the horizon in all directions is only nice for computer
programmers trying to cut down on computations. I find that little lost mountain pathways
tucked under soaring cliffs are far more interesting. A special case must be allowed, there must
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be some way of specifying whether the terrain is a 2D function or something more complex.

Lighting in terrains also has some particular properties due to the terrain form. Terrains have
smooth shading. Any sharp or angular structure leaves itself open to erosion on many sides and
will be rounded. Thus any point on a terrain will only need one lighting normal. There are
exceptions, notably snow covered peaks, dune crests and recently fractured rocks. Again I
considered ignoring the problem because adding an arbitrary number of normals to a point
greatly increases the complexity of the terrain. My final conclusion was to ignore any angular
surfaces as they are not noticeable in enough situations. In my implementation other design
considerations made this question academic anyway.

Terrains are, in daylight, affected

predominantly by one light, the sun. This means that the largest amount of lighting computation
can be precalculated. In cases of exceptionally bright lights or lights in shadows, only the
affected areas need to be recalculated. As lighting can be the most computationally expensive
part of the rendering pipeline a phenomenal amount of processor time can be saved.

The final form based consideration becomes the rabbit hole/mountain dilemma. Important
details close to the viewer become insignificant when viewed at a distance. How a detail is
recognised as important is not a simple question in computing terms. Its possible to simply
increase the sampling step size with distance. This solution is tailor made for voxel based
terrains but suffers when it is applied to regular polygon grid based landscapes. It is also
possible to sample an insignificant point at a distance which can then give a poor representation
of the actual terrain form. An example would be looking at a distant bore hole. If the sample
step was tens of metres and the bottom of the bore hole was inadvertently sampled the
surrounding terrain would be dragged down into a crater, this is clearly not desirable. It is
possible to sample using more intelligent methods: points in some radius around the sample
point can be averaged with it, thus the bore holes crater will become a slight depression as the
many high points pull the bottom up. It is also possible to put a line (or more complex curve)
through the points around the sampled point and any details falling below some fraction of the
sample step size are ignored and set to the line height. This is a fiddly method which requires a
lot of tweaking as it is given to skipping significant detail and distorting the landscape.
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3.1.2.
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Storing Form Data

Taking the terrain data straight to its final displayable form can be a problem if any changes ever
need to be made to it. If I need to raise a hill in the middle of a plain which had been sampled
with some large, irregular step then breaking the large polygons into small ones is not a trivial
process. If many changes need to made the process can become unacceptably slow and it tends
to generate triangle slivers (long thin triangles). Delaunay triangulation resolves this to some
extent.

3.1.2.1.

Point Heights

Point heights present the the most compact method for storing terrain information. All that is
required is an array of heights sampled at strategic locations. A point at the top of a mountain
and maybe three or four around its base are all that are required to completely define it. All the
intermediate information is interpolated or extrapolated. Point heights can sometimes be
ambiguous as the same set could represent more than one terrain. Point heights lend themselves
to representing real geographic information as this is the form it is sampled in. Points heights
can become unwieldy when a high definition is needed. A steep sided twisting ravine will cause
the number of point heights to become excessive and make generating useful displayable
polygons difficult as they can become smaller than significant details. It is best to convert point
heights to some intermediate form before trying to generate displayable data. A natural
progression is to use contour maps.

3.1.2.2.

Contours Maps

Contour maps are an easy method for storing terrain information. They are how geographical
maps are expressed. Splines can be used for the contours and have the benefit of allowing the
level of detail to be easily changed. The splines step size can be varied and since it is possible to
approximate the length of a spline a uniform step size on all the contours can be achieved and
similar sized polygons generated. I never implemented a routine to find a splines length and
given the maths involved it may be too slow. Making changes to a contour maps presents a
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number of difficulties as all the surrounding splines need to be recalculated to allow the insertion
of a new one. Contours must never overlap and they must be present at every multiple of the
height step - if the contours have 20 meter intervals then there must be contours at 0, 20 and 40
metres etc... This can be automated from a few contours but it is easier to use point heights.

3.1.2.3.

Height maps

Height maps (also called height fields) are the defacto standard for computer generated terrains.
Formed by regular grids they can be mapped point for point to a polygon representation with no
further calculations. If the terrain is stored in a regular grid format then raising a hill on a plain is
trivial as the affected heights can be found without searching - only those within some radius
around the centre of the hill need to be considered. If memory is an issue and low detail scenery
like plains cannot be stored with redundant data then it is possible to define blocks which contain
regular grids of different resolutions. When a hill needs to be added to a plain the additional
resolution can be obtained by decreasing the grid sampling step size, interpolating and then
adding the hill.

Height maps are the method I have used in my final implementation. They are extremely easy to
work with as they can be manipulated as if they are large grey scale pictures. Additional
information can be stored at each point and the information can be independent of the geometry.
Rock types and water runoff could be included and could change significantly over an area of
terrain skipped by a method optimised for geometric detail. With the amount of memory
available today even large landscapes become insignificant relative to other data. A grid of 2000
by 2000 points each represented as a floating point number requires sixteen megabytes of RAM
whereas texturing and object information will require hundreds of megabytes.

3.1.3.

Generating Terrain Geometry

Generating the terrain geometry is, in my opinion, far more engaging than specifying types of
data storage. Here is where the rivers and mountains are finally added. There are numerous
ways of creating the terrain, ranging from painfully specifying each height to using entirely
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random methods. I will not consider texture information at this stage but some of the methods
discussed will include additional information which can later be used in the texturing stage.

3.1.3.1.

Full Terrain Methods

Full terrain methods are methods which generate or alter the entire terrain with one function call.
There are two categories, methods having a large random component and little initial setup and
methods which require an existing terrain and have no random component.

3.1.3.1.1.

Fractal Methods

Taking another look at real world terrains presents another property not yet discussed, this
property is their fractal nature. The fractal measure quantified the manner in which similar
patterns repeat down through different scales in a set. Terrains display this property in altitude
deviations over very different scales as similar patterns or frequencies of oscillation occur.

An algorithm for generating fractals lends itself perfectly to virtual terrains, both because it can
generate ditches on mountains and because it inherently generates of levels of detail. An
example: if I were flying along a coastline at a great height the general form of the coast would
look similar to that of the same coast if I dived towards it. This example breaks down if I fly too
high and can see continental shapes - which are not fractal and curve back in on themselves, or if
I fly to low and individual sand grains become apparent.
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The midpoint plasma is a fairly simple fractal based on the recursive subdivision of blocks on a
height map. The algorithm in two dimensions works by first taking a line, then finding its
midpoint and displacing this point vertically by some random amount based on the current line
sections scale. This is repeated on each half of the line section. This algorithm can be extended
to three dimensions by finding the midpoint of a quad, triangle or hexagon, displacing it and then

subdividing.
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The second algorithm is nameless but based on Fourier series, it is not frequency synthesis - it
uses no Fourier analysis at all. It is easiest to describe in two dimensions. Assuming I have a
Fourier series I can set the coefficients to random values. The values chosen must be scaled
according to the relative frequency, f, of the wave, approximately 1/fi where i takes values from
1.8 to 2.4 depending on the roughness required of the terrain. This algorithm could possibly be
extended to three dimensions using complex Fourier series. A simpler algorithm which still
gives quite satisfactory results entails generating a set of Fourier series. Each series in the set
becomes the coefficient of one main Fourier series. The main Fourier series is evaluated
vertically down the landscape whilst the set of series are evaluated horizontally whilst being
applied to the main series coefficients.
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3.1.3.1.2.

Design Considerations
Iterative Methods

Iterative methods involve repeatedly applying the same algorithm with a random component to
the landscape. The first and simplest algorithm is to step over every point in the landscape and
set it to a random height. This is completely useless as it looks not even slightly like a real world
terrain or any fantasy one either. When combined with other algorithms it can produce slightly
better results, if the terrain is smoothed afterwards it produces a hummocky plain. When
supplied as the input to a frequency synthesis algorithm it gives a very natural looking terrain,
however there are simpler algorithms for achieving the same effect.
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The circles algorithm is simple and produces reasonable terrains, though they do tend to craggy
mountain peaks. The idea is to take a terrain which has already been levelled then repeatedly add
solid circles at random positions on it. Depending on the smoothness required this algorithm
may needed to be run for thousands of iterations but due to its simplicity it still remains relatively
fast.
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An adapted version of the circles algorithm uses a pair of cosine functions, one along the
horizontal and one along the vertical, modulated by each other (see implementation, section
4.7.1.2. - Humps.) This produces a smooth hump which tends to zero around its borders (0 and
360 degrees). Replacing the circles with these humps gives a more rolling terrain. Both the
width and height of the humps can be varied and this can produce interesting mountain ranges.
Unfortunately as this algorithm is usually only run for a few iterations with large humps it can
cause unreasonably high peaks.
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3.1.3.1.3.

Design Considerations
Erosive Methods

Erosion plays an enormous part in shaping a real world terrain. Erosion affects structures of any
scale but because it can affect small areas on short time scales it is particularly relevant to this
project. Imagine I create a terrain of rolling hills, they can have hummocks, depressions or any
number of high frequency effects but without (at least) fluvial erosion they look surreal. My next
comment is very subjective but I think a landscape looks fundamentally wrong without all the
associated drainage effects. Erosion is a well studied field used extensively in geologic
modelling. I am not going to attempt to reproduce or even use the maths involved because it is
excessively complex for one effect - an entire thesis could be devoted to it. However all is not
lost, much simpler approximations can be made and while they do not give realist effects they are
visually satisfying.

Erosion is the removal of part of the land surface by wind, water, gravity, or ice. Aeolian erosion
is most commonly seen in dry deserts as rocky wind-forms. Aeolian erosion has relatively little
effect compared to the other three processes and as such will be ignored. Glacial erosion is very
complex to model - I could find no documentation on how it could be reproduced
mathematically, and have not been able to think of an implementable approximation either. This
is a pity as glacial erosion produces some interesting terrains.
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3.1.3.1.3.1.

Design Considerations
Gravity Erosion

Simple gravity based erosion has only one variable affecting it, the angle of repose of loose
particles. The factors giving rise to this angle are complex but are not important as the angle is
about 30° from the horizontal for dry sand. Calculating the angle of a slope is trivial provided
surface normals exist.

More complicated is calculating what volume of material must be removed and where it must be
deposited. An approximation is to find how far the height of a point would fall if material were
just removed to drop it to a stable angle. Dropping the unstable point by half that height and
increasing the one below it also by half that height will bring the slope to the exact angle of
repose.
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The problem is that unless the point has slid exactly down a horizontal or vertical line there is no
other point at the bottom to raise. Looking at any point on a 2D grid, there are exactly eight
other points around it (including diagonals). Making another approximation I assume that the
three points in the dip direction will receive the eroded material. If the grid has unit spacing then
the material should be deposited a unit away. In cases where this is not possible fractions of
material are deposited on either side of the point closest to the true point. The amount of
material deposited at a point is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between it and
the true point (see Figure 7.)
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Gravity erosion needs to be run for hundreds of iterations to reach an equilibrium, Figure 8
shows a spike which has been eroded by too few iterations and has only reached equilibrium at
its apex and base.

3.1.3.1.3.2.

Fluvial Erosion

Erosion by water is more complex than gravity erosion as it has two variables affecting it. These
are the load and load capacity. The theory is simple: the load capacity is the amount of silt a river
can hold and the load is the amount it is currently holding. If the load is less than the load
capacity and there is silt available on the river bed then it must be picked up. If the load capacity
drops below the load then silt must be deposited. This is a gross simplification of the actual
fluvial process but computationally much simpler than accurate methods.
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The terrain is broken into a 2D grid of cells, each cell has a water depth, a silt depth, a slope
angle and flow velocity. The load capacity is proportional to the depth of water in a cell and the
flow velocity. The available load is proportional to the depth of the silt.
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Flow velocity is affected by the angle of slope, the spatially previous flow velocity and friction.
Friction is proportional to water depth. It might be more accurate to say the current flow velocity
influences the next one. The horizontal component of the flow velocity is used to find the next
cell. In general the next cell will not be grid aligned and the flow velocity will be distributed
amongst adjacent cells. This holds true for silt deposition as well. The silt distribution is

proportional to the area covered by the overlapping cell.

The last factor to consider is water runoff, this too is proportional to flow velocity and shares a
silt like distribution. The actual fractions need a lot of tweaking to get right for a given quality of
erosion. Setting all the fractions high will cause potholes and skipping but the terrain will be
eroded in a few iterations. Setting the fractions low will give much smoother, more realistic,
erosion but will take thousands of iterations - which can take hours.
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3.1.3.1.3.3.

Design Considerations
Terrain Layering

To determine water and silt depth, they can either: be stored at each point on the terrain grid, or
separate terrain grids can be defined for each layer. Water will have a grid representing the water
table. Silt and rocky layers will also have grids, together the height difference between them
determines the silt depth. The grid with the greatest height can be used to generate the terrain
texture. Several hard rock grids can be used to give the texture more variety.
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3.1.3.1.4.

Design Considerations
Tectonic Methods

I stumbled on one very different method for generating terrains which advocated using plate
tectonics. Unfortunately tectonic methods can only be applied to very large terrains (continental
sized ones) and my project does not support terrains larger than dozens of square kilometres. I
could only find a reference to one terrain generator which used tectonics and it appears to have
vanished. I could find neither the engine nor any documentation.

3.1.3.1.5.

Bryce Inspired Methods

Bryce, by MetaCreations, is probably the best terrain generator there is. The following methods
have all been inspired by playing with it. They are all simple in theory and do not add much to
my design and research but produce some quick realistic terrains.
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3.1.3.1.5.1.

Design Considerations
Layering

Layering is a method by which terrain heights are dropped to discrete values based on a bin size.
The method is simple: examine every points height, divide the height by a the bin size (a floating
point number) convert the quotient to an integer and multiply by the bin size.
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3.1.3.1.5.2.

Design Considerations
Dampening

Dampening is a technique similar to gamma correction in video adaptors. Find the minimum and
maximum heights and shift values near the centre of this range towards either the minimum or
maximum by an amount based on the dampening function. The dampening function takes the
current height, converts it to a number from zero to one raises it to the power of the dampening
exponent and converts it back to a height. The dampening exponent is a real number.
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3.1.3.1.5.3.

Design Considerations
Edge Flattening

Edge flattening involves taking an two inverse cosines across the length and width of the terrain
and multiplying them together along with the terrain height. More control can be added by
raising the inverse cosine to some real power - giving either a sharp spike in the middle or steep

cliffs around the edges.
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3.1.3.2.

Design Considerations
Partial Terrain Methods

Partial terrain methods are all the methods which do not affect the entire terrain in a single
function call. There are remarkably few, given that I had expected to use them predominantly
when I began this project. The trend in terrain generation is to alter the entire terrain with one
function. Programmers do not like manually specifying where every mountain and hill is.

Generating a mountain: take a small grid, seed is edges with zero and its centre with some large
height. Use the grid to create a midpoint plasma, then add it to the terrain. This can be repeated
for a mountain range.

Generating a plateau: define a closed 2D curve using a sector (see section 3.2.2.2. - Closed 2D
Curves). Step across the grid covered by the extents of the sector, if a point is within the sector
raise it to the desired altitude. Points very near the sectors edge can be raised slightly more to
give a surrounding cliff.

Generating a river: starting at some edge of the terrain, give a particle some velocity inwards. As
the particle moves over the terrain grid decrease the point heights. The particle must accelerate
on slopes (add the horizontal component of their normals) and must also have some random
acceleration. The velocity must be locked to some maximum (ie: accelerating only changes
direction).

Generating a sand dune: define an open 2D curve using a sector. Raise point heights along the
grid by a factor relating to the points distance along the curve. Raise all the points in a line
perpendicular to the curve by a factor using their distance from the curve and their perpendicular
components distance along the curve. The windward slope must have greater factors than the lee
slopes. This method does not work very well with a grid as the dune crest is lost. It is possible
to fix this by changing the terrain mesh to follow the sectors curve but unfortunately this requires
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persistent knowledge of the dune.

None of these methods add much more to the terrain which could not be done using full terrain
methods so they have not been discussed exhaustively.

3.1.4.

Generating the Terrain Texture

A terrain without textures is not attractive - except in a: “Look at the cool shading on those
lumps.” type of way. Textures endow the terrain with all the small details, rough rocky areas,
blades of grass and a leafy forest floor. They are also the most challenging part of terrain
generation.

There are two categories within terrain generation: firstly where to put a texture and secondly
how to create it. Until very recently I had broken my texture engine so only a few screen shots
are available for this section.
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3.1.4.1.

Design Considerations
Height Based Methods

Height based methods are the simplest textures to generate. The texture is assigned a colour, or
range of colours, according to its height. If a collection of textures exist, say grass and snow,
then it is possible to blend them.
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Height based methods fall apart when the terrain detail depends on other factors, a river bed
running down a valley will be mapped as grassy green at the top and as a muddy brown at the
bottom whereas the entire length should be muddy brown.

Figure 15 is a top down view of a terrain using height based texturing.
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3.1.4.2

Design Considerations
Slope Based Methods

Slope based methods are very similar to height based ones. They too can be mapped to some
colour, or texture in a textures set, according to the gradient. For example: steep slopes will tend
to be rocky whereas gentle slopes and plains will tend to be grassy.

3.1.4.3.

Sector Based Methods

Certain terrain features are created according to sector bounds, specifically the closed 2D curve
sector type (see section 3.2.2.2. - Sectors Shapes). For instance a forest is scattered across a
sector, and a forest has a different floor to a grassland. Using sector information a leafy floor can
be added beneath the forest.

3.1.4.4.

Rock Based Methods

The terrain heights are mapped onto a grid but it is possible to have more than just this
information at each point. If every point on the grid is given a rock type then the intervening
areas can have the closest rock types mixed together. This idea was originally designed to allow
distribution of rock types for erosion. Once erosion had taken place the exposed rock types
would be used to generate the terrain texture.

This idea can be taken further, instead of using just rock types any texture can be used: grassy,
sandy, muddy etc... The terrain grid is a height map which could possibly have been loaded from
a bitmap but this can be taken one step further. Define a bitmap in which the colours represent
the texture types at every point. Interesting terrain texture distributions can be achieved quite
quickly using this method. Grades between colours could represent the blending of the textures
they fall between. A palette based bitmap is better suited to this method than an RGB one.
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3.1.4.5.

Design Considerations
Watertable Based Methods

Terrains have water tables defined for erosion so it is possible to discover wether a terrain point
is below water and if so how deep it is. Areas below water can be mapped as river or sea beds.
The water flow is also available so textures could be altered accordingly. Unless a lot of time
will be spent under water using and blending different textures is unnecessary.

3.1.4.6.

Mixing textures

At the moment the terrain is covered in many discrete textures. One cell on the grid will be
entirely grass while the cell next to it will be entirely sand. Likewise there will be a sharp divide
between the leaf texture inside a sector and the grass texture outside it. To present a more
realistic scene these textures must be mixed together.

A function must be developed along every sharp texture boundary which allows several textures
to exist according to some weighting. This function can then be extended away from the
boundary to allow the weightings to affect an area. The weightings must be dependent on the
distance from the boundary. For the rest of this discussion I make the assumption that any point
on the terrain can have a number of textures present and will have attendant weighting values.
The weightings will run from values of zero to one, depending on the texture presence.
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The easiest way to mix textures is to blend their colour values according to their weightings.
Another way is to randomly select which texture the pixel will be plotted from; with the
randomness based on the weights.

The best mixing effects will be those that consider the textures features. A jagged edge with a
small amount of blending would be best for a grass/sand interface. A well blended edge with
randomly sized unblended blobs would be best for a forest/grass interface.
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3.1.5.

Design Considerations
Displayable Terrain Data

Generating the terrain is not enough, it must be displayable as well. Whilst the current form data
could be displayed if each cell were drawn as a quad, it would not work well. The majority of
the quads drawn would be hidden, either off the screen or behind other terrain features.

3.1.5.1.

Blocks

The terrain form data is too large to display as a single object (and might not be displayable
either) but if it is broken down into smaller blocks it can be managed.
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3.1.5.1.1.

Design Considerations
Regular Grid Based Blocks

The terrain form data I am using is in a regular grid format and preserving the grid layout is the
most natural way to convert it to a displayable primitive format. An array of smaller regular
grids, the blocks, is defined which cover, without overlap, the form data. Every cell in the new
grid is broken into a pair of triangles, the reason for using this primitive type is discussed in
section 3.3.1. - The Object Format.

The block format I use does not leave the data in a grid/height form instead converts into a
vertex array. The reason for this is a block is far easier to transform and light if it uses the object
format.
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3.1.5.1.1.1

Design Considerations
Precalculated Levels of Detail

The blocks will usually contain redundant data. If a blocks basis is a 8x8 grid of cells but all the
heights are the same then that block would be indistinguishable from one made of only one large
cell. If the block contains a smoothly curved surface it can be represented by far fewer cells than
one which contains a spiky surface.

Determining how much a blocks detail can be reduced by requires fitting a plane through the
points and then calculating their standard deviation. Performing a planar regression is more
work than is really necessary for this project as a simpler but still decent approximation can be
made. Find the maximum difference between points in the entire terrain and then find the
maximum difference between points in the block. The ratio between these numbers is the
approximate detail which the block can be reduced to. Eg: If the terrain has a maximum
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difference of two and the block a difference of one then an 8x8 block can be reduced to a 4x4
block. This method tends to use more detail than is strictly necessary.

3.1.5.1.1.2

Runtime Levels of Detail

Blocks viewed at large distances need not have the same detail as block nearby (the rabbit
hole/mountain theory again). Successive levels of detail can be generated for each block and
then the appropriate one displayed.
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Information from points no longer displayed cannot be thrown away, it must be included in the
remaining points (see section 4.7.1.4. - The GetHeight Function). This is to avoid inadvertently
sampling a single point with a very different from average height. A block adjacent to a block
with a lower level of detail must have its edge detail reduced to that of the adjacent block. To
avoid popping as a blocks level of detail gets higher its point heights must be interpolated (based
on distance) with those of its higher level of detail.

A level of detail line can be defined which specifies what level of detail a block will have for a

given distance. Integer sections represent a block with an exact level of detail, floating point
sections represent a block which needs to be interpolated with a higher level of detail. The
floating point fraction gives the level of interpolation needed. This LOD line is useful in that it
can be applied to all objects.
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3.1.5.1.2

Design Considerations
Arbitrary Blocks

There is no requirement on the blocks geometric data that it remain in grid form, in my
implementation it does not. This allows any geometric form to be stored in a block and caters
for overhangs, which cannot be modelled using a grid. It also means that fine geometric detail
which will be missed by a coarse grid structure can still be represented. For example: a sand
dune crest is a fine line which does not generally follow the grid structure. A sand dune without

its defining crest looks like any other hill.

Arbitrary blocks also lend themselves to terrains generated from contour data. Triangles crossing
block edges will still need to be fragmented but no major change is needed to render a contour
based terrain (which would be the case if the completely unordered primitives were used.)
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3.1.5.2.

Design Considerations
Quadtrees

A quadtree is tree in which every node has four possible branches. In terrain terms a quadtree is
a hierarchy of squares. In a balanced quadtree the root square will be subdivided into four equal
squares and each of these four will be subdivided again. A balanced quadtree is of no use in a
terrain but an unbalanced one can represent high and low detail areas. The higher an area of
terrain detail the more subdivisions must be made around it.

The quadtree must be broken into triangular primitives before it can be rendered. If the root
square is subdivided to have only one node then it will have two undivided edges and two
divided edges. The new quarter sized square presents two new edges terminating at the centre of
the root square. Triangle edges must be brought from the three corners of the root square which
do not form part of the new square.
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3.1.5.2.1

Design Considerations
Pregenerated Quadtrees

The entire landscape can be turned into a static quadtree at startup. This means that low detail
areas will not be represented using redundant data. The primitive count can be reduced for low
end machines whilst still retaining important information.

Figure 23 was generated using the Adaptive Quadtree Meshing Demo by Thatcher Ulrich.

Realtime adapting quadtrees have been omitted due to this thesis length.
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3.2.

Design Considerations
Sectors Design Considerations

Sectors are a useful construct for storing clipping information, vegetation distribution, visibility
information or any other data that requires a bounded area or volume. Sectors can take any
geometric form but certain forms allow for more optimisations than others.

3.2.1. Sector Examples

The form of a sector is going to depend largely on what it is used for. My project tends heavily
towards landscaping and uses sectors to populate the terrain. If I require a forest then it is a
simple method to define its limits by drawing a curve along its eaves. The curve forms the basis
of a sector and contains in a 2D plane. A terrain is logically a 2D object which makes vertical
information unnecessary. Trees can be scattered within this curve to give a well bounded forest.
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Lighting also benefits from the use of sectors. Imagine I am walking into a cave, the cave will be
dark, the outside light, and I will walk through a transition between the two. If the caves
volume is bounded by a sector in which sunlight is ignored then it will be rendered in darkness
save for any lights I have brought with me. The transition from light to dark is not well defined,
some light will filter a distance into the cave. The intensities of the various lights can be
weighted according to the position of the lit geometry within the transition sector. Sunlight can
be interpolated into dark ambient light in the cave based on the a weighting line discussed in
section 4.5.2. The shape of the sectors which control lighting can be fairly simple. In the
instance of a cave their will be large spaces between the ceiling of the cave and the floor of the
terrain. Spaces into which a user should never venture. The only restrictions on a sector

bounding the cave is that it does not intersect the terrain. It could be a collection of cuboids or
planes

The last example of sector use is for visibility. Assuming I am standing at the foot of a cliff then
anything on the ground atop the cliff will be out of my sight, the cliff face will obscure it. I can
be standing in a sector at the base of the cliff which has been calculated such that all objects
within another sector atop the cliff are tagged as obscured. This can be applied to all sorts of
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situations, notably rooms in buildings from which huge amounts of terrain etc... will not be
visible.
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3.2.2.

Design Considerations
Sector Shapes

As has been seen in the examples sectors can be practically any shape, they need not even be
completely bounded but such freedom makes for difficult implementation. Also the more
complex a sector the more processing will be required to discover if a point is within it. As such
sector shapes should be kept simple.

3.2.2.1.

Cuboids

Cuboids are regular six sided shapes similar to bounding boxes. They do not have the restriction
that their points form rectangular sides and they can self-intersect - though this can produce
weird results depending on the implementation.

A sector is not limited to being composed of one cuboid and if it is composed of many cuboids
there is no requirement that their planes align. This could be useful in a room with a long narrow
tunnel leading off from the centre of a wall. Areas to either side of the tunnel would not be able
to see down it but an area in the centre could. Thus one sector composed of two disconnected
cuboids could be defined as having the end of the tunnel obscured.

3.2.2.2.

Closed 2D Curves

This form of sector is more flexible than a cuboid as any closed 2D curve can form its basis. It is
based on the principle that a terrain, being designed on a 2D grid, will require little information
about height. The 2D curve based sector has a fixed horizontal top and bottom. It can also be
less computationally expensive to find wether a point is in a 2D sector compared to a cuboid as
the vertical bounds are easy to compute.
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3.2.2.3

Design Considerations
Arbitrary Shaped Closed 3D Polygons

Arbitrarily Shaped Closed 3D Polygons are undoubtably the most difficult to work with. This
type of sector is constructed from a list of triangles, like an object, but has the sole purpose of
defining a volume. The way to determine if a point lies within this sector is to perform a count
of the number of triangle intersections with a line going to the point under consideration. If the
count is odd then the point lies within the sector. The mathematics involved in finding
triangle/line intersections is complex and the large number of these computations requires means
this is not a useful method.

3.2.2.4.

Plane bounded

An array of planes can be used to define a sector volume, this method is similar to using a closed
3D polygon except that line/plane intersections are faster. Using planes instead of triangles can
make for smaller arrays. To determine if a point lies within the sector it must be found to be on
the normal side of every plane in the array. If it falls on the wrong side of just one plane it is not
considered to be within the sector.

3.2.3.

Sector Types

There are three major uses for sectors, defining lighting volumes (section 3.5.1.4. - Lighting
Volumes), defining visibility volumes (section 3.3.6.1. - Object Culling) and logically
compartmentalising areas. The inside of a building could be defined as one sector, the area in
front another and the area behind yet another. This has application to rapidly finding object
collisions and interactions.
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3.3.

Design Considerations
Object Design Considerations

Firstly, what is an object? It is a term I have used extensively throughout this project and needs a
formal definition.

An object in its most general form is a logically grouped collection of primitives. An object can
contain more than just geometric information. Objects as used in this project can contain
geometric, texturing, bounding, material, skeletal and special information. An object does not
have to include them all. An object which does not include geometric information is term a
‘null’ object. The special information is an array of vertices which is used for attaching things
(lights, cameras, other objects etc...).

3.3.1.

The Object format

Designing a generic object class is a complicated affair, the class has to cater for everything from
the simplest stone to an entire terrain. Although a terrain is a meta-object composed of many
smaller objects (see section 3.1.5. - Displayable Terrain Data.)

The most fundamental question to be asked is: what format will the geometric primitives take.
All other object information is useless if the object cannot be rendered. Furthermore, should an
object be capable of containing different types of primitives. The answer is both: “yes”- in
ceratin cases some primitives might be more useful than others - and “no” - allowing different
primitives will increase the complexity of the object by to much. However before committing to
a design the primitives available need to be considered. At the moment there are only two which
are supported directly in hardware, software rendered primitives will not be considered as they
cannot meet the realtime display criteria. The two available primitives are patches and triangles;
and patches are not supported in enough graphics cards to make them viable - this is discussed
further below.
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Triangles are the only remaining choice for object primitives. In the future it is possible that
others will become feasible but I cannot implement them in this project.

3.3.1.1.

Patches

Patches are either triangular or rectangular Bezier surfaces specified by control points. OpenGL
1.2 supports patches indirectly through the use of evaluators and cannot use hardware
acceleration to render them natively. DirectX 8.1 supports patches directly and uses hardware
acceleration for them. Both DirectX and OpenGL break the patch into triangles before
rasterisation. The number of triangles a patch is broken into can be controlled allowing for
dynamic levels of detail. A complex patch can be specified by ten or sixteen control points
which reduces the information passed across the graphics bus drastically. Sending the equivalent
surface made of triangles could need thousands of points.
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Patches seem really useful, so why have I decided to discard them? Firstly OpenGL needs the
patch to be broken into triangles by the CPU and then sent to the graphics card. The graphics
bus does not see any reduction in data transfer. Secondly my graphics card does not support
them so I would have been unable to test my implementation.

3.3.1.2.

Triangles

Triangles are the long-time favourites for geometric primitives. They are convex and they are
planar and thus very easy to rasterise (compared to eg: a concave non-planar primitive). Whilst it
looks like they will be replaced by higher order primitives (eg: patches) this has not yet
happened. Triangles can approximate any possible geometric surface and if used in large enough
numbers can give very accurate approximations. For these reasons (and for lack of any other
primitives) I am using triangles as my only geometric primitive.

An aside: both OpenGL and DirectX provide triangle strips and fans as primitives and I did
originally implement an object class which used them (see section 4.8.2. - The Second Attempt.)
It proved to be a horrible unwieldy effort which became defunct when I wrote my own
transform engine. OpenGL also provides a quad primitive. The quads are broken into triangles
before rasterisation and provide no speed increase, OpenGL included them in an effort to
simplify commonly used geometries for the programmer.

3.3.1.2.1.

Triangle Information

To be rasterised a triangle needs at least positional information. This is given as three points,
each containing x, y and z coordinates. To be lit the triangle requires one normal vector for flat
shading or three normal vectors for smooth shading. Normals are required as unit length vectors
with x, y and z coordinates. To be coloured the triangle requires red, green and blue component
values. One or three sets of colouring information is needed for per primitive or per vertex
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colouring respectively.

For more than per vertex detail the triangle must be texture mapped. It can have a detail texture
for closeup viewing and a base texture for normal (middle to far distance) viewing. It can have
bump maps (theoretically - OpenGL does not support them yet). It can have light maps and fog
maps for high quality lighting. It can have environment mapped textures for reflections. It may
need even more textures for application specific detail. For every texture each vertex must have
u and v coordinates and it must have an equation for blending with other textures. Each texture
must also have a reference to the texture data in memory.

This is a huge amount of information for one triangle. To design a class which can contain it all
without wasting memory is no simple task.

3.3.2.

More than one Triangle

In any object many of triangles will share the same information. It is very unlikely that every
triangle will have a different texture for instance. A lot of information can be stored in arrays and
then need only be referenced from the triangle instead.

3.3.2.1.

Vertex Arrays

Every triangle has three vertices. This is the only case in triangle information in which the exact
data size is known - in every other case there is an option involved. Storing vertex information
therefore has far fewer hassles than any other.

All objects will have triangles that share vertices (an object composed of entirely detached
triangles looks like broken glass and is about as useful). Typically a vertex is defined by a point
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which is defined by three numbers. If a point is stored for every vertex then a large amount of
redundant information will be produced. For memory considerations: storing a reference takes
32 bits whereas storing a point takes 96 or 192 bits (see below). Worse than just wasting
memory, storing redundant data causes redundant calculations to be performed. When the
transform engine transforms a triangle it is pointless to transform the same point again for
another triangle and it costs valuable processor cycles. A triangle must have its vertices stored
as references to an object vertex array.

The number format of the points making up the vertices in the array is important. Any integer
format can be ignored for being to granular and whilst fixed point formats are useful they are not
natively supported. All that remains are floating point formats. A floating point number can be
32, 64 or 80 bits in size - corresponding to floats, doubles and long doubles in C++. A 3D
application does not need high precision. Calculations are made from immutable values each
frame giving which gives floating point errors no chance to compound. No speed increase is
achieved by using 32 bit floats as the maths co-processor internally converts them to 64 bit floats
before performing operations on them. If no speed increase is achieved then it might be useful to
keep the extra precision. There is no definite answer here the chosen format depends on memory
availability.

3.3.2.2.

Normal Arrays

Normals are stored as vectors which have the same practical format as a point - logically points
and vectors may be different, but they are both composed of three or four floating point
numbers. All the arguments for storing vertices in an array hold for normals. With the added
argument that a triangle having possibly one or three normals; can always be thought of as
having three normals. In the case where only one normal is needed all three normals can
reference the same vector. There is now no problem with inexact data sizes each triangle will
have three vector references.
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Triangle Arrays

It is already assumed that an object will have more than one triangle in it so my next conclusion
is not profound: triangles must be stored in an array. Or a linked list if triangles are going to be
continuously added or removed as happens during the design phase.

3.3.3.

Colour Information

Colour as applied to objects describes a minimum of per-vertex colouring. This does not include
any colouring related to texturing. Before designing a structure to store colour information the
question: “Just how necessary is it?”, must be asked. Texturing can supply very high detail
colouring - if high detail is not needed then low resolution (one or two texel wide) textures can
be used. Combining colouring and texturing information to alter a textures colour rarely works
as intended (See Multi-texturing - 3.3.4.2.).
Imagine I am designing an evil robot, it would be desirable to have its eyes glow or pulsate in
the dark. I could modulate the robots eye textures with different shades of red to produce a
demonic glare. The robots eyes do not have to be coloured per vertex, only half a glowing eye
doesn’t look diabolical - just silly

. Per primitive or even per object colouring will be

adequate and require less memory. Per object colouring could be used in this example if the eyes
are separate objects. It is possible to achieve the same effect using animating textures. Using
textures could even reduce the geometric detail needed.

3.3.3.1.

Is Colour Necessary

The previous paragraph implies that high detail colour information is not necessary, what I
neglected to say is that this is from an artists point of view. The lighting engine still needs colour
information. A world in which the lights can never affect an objects colour is completely absurd.
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The lighting engine calculates a primitives colour (due to lights, fog etc...) and then sends it to
the rasteriser. If the lighting calculation is done just before rasterisation then a low detail
colouring scheme can be used without having to store the colour information. In some cases
calculating the colour every frame is not necessary (see Less than per Frame Updating 3.5.1.5.3.). If the colour is calculated and stored then there will be no need to recalculate it until
the lighting changes which uses less processor time.

3.3.3.2.

Colour structures

Normal information is used to calculate lighting intensity - which is basically an objects colour so why not use a ‘normal array’ like structure to store colour information and then reference it
from every vertex? There are two reasons why this should be done. Often an object will use
smooth shading, the colour of the same vertex shared by two different primitives will be the
same. Calculating and storing this colour only once saves on both processor and memory usage.
Using a colour array which has exactly the same structure as a normal array will only work if the
normals at every vertex are uniquely stored. This is particularly important in flat shading where
three vertices share a normal. If I have a large flat shaded triangle and a light near one of its
vertices then that vertex must be brightly illuminated with the other two less so. Using the same
normal and thus the same colour for each vertex will make this impossible (the colour storage
structure is exactly the same as the normal storage structure).
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The colour array cannot duplicate the normal arrays structure exactly but if all the flat shaded
triangles are discovered and then expanded out to three different colour values then a colour
array can be constructed. This is may seem like a lot of work to simply store colour information
but it must be remembered that this will only need to be done once whereas lighting an object
will need to be done once per frame. Sharing colour calculations can provide a significant speed
increase. Most objects are smooth shaded, have triangle strip or fan arrangements and share - at
a rough estimate - six vertices. This is a six times decrease in processor usage.
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Texture Information

In its everyday use, the word ‘texture’ refers to an object' s smoothness or roughness. In computer
graphics terms a texture is a bitmap of pixel colours which can serve much more diverse
purposes than just giving an object the appearance of texture.

In its simplest form a texture is just a picture wrapped around an object. Without textures
objects look like matte plastic. A texture free barrel looks like a plastic cylinder and is not going
to inspire fear in anyone. A rusty old barrel with a radiation warning on it will cause most people
to run (or shoot it - a discussion on Darwinism is beyond the scope of this paper). Textures do a
lot to enhance the realism of a scene.

Textures are stored contiguously in memory but logically appear as an x by y array in which both
x and y are required to be powers of two. Some graphics cards require that the textures be
square as well. Square textures are the fastest textures for a graphics card to work with.

There are many, many formats for of texture data. Data which can be included in a texture are:
the red, green and blue colour channels; the alpha component; and the luminance, normal and
depth information. To make life more interesting there are a number of ways of compressing
textures though as this is handled by the graphics API and I will not be discussing it. The most
used and most useful texture formats are the RGB ones. They come in 32-, 24- ,16- and 8 bits
per pixels and can include an alpha channel. 8bpp RGB or RGBA textures can be discarded as
useless, they do not have anywhere near the colour definition needed for a realistic scene.

While a texture is still being altered - before being transferred to texture memory - the best
format to use is 32bpp RGBA. This gives 256 discrete values per channel which is quite
sufficient for everything but the finest work and is certainly enough for this project. Not many
textures will use the alpha component but as the alteration texture is temporary this is not a
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problem. 32bpp textures are the easiest format to manipulate because the channels are byte
aligned. Not having to bit shift and perform logical ‘or’ and ‘and’ operations every time a pixel
is written makes designing textures a lot faster.

Once the temporary texture is complete it can be converted to a smaller format (if needed) and be
sent to either OpenGL’s or DirectX’s texture managers.

3.3.4.1.

Allowable Textures per Object

Assume I have several crates, each crate looks the same except for a sticker on the front. The
sticker could be ‘fragile’, ‘this way up’ or anything - the point is they are different. It would be
simplest if I could texture map the crate with a crate-texture and the sticker with a sticker texture.
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Unfortunately graphics cards are optimised to render with a single texture and specifying which
geometry gets which texture is more complicated than only specifying one texture per object.
Multiple textures should be used because using a single texture is limiting, each crate would need
a separate crate texture with a sticker on it; which is a waste of memory. However changing
textures takes time. It would seem to be yet another speed/memory decision but if the object is
well designed the texture state should only be needed to be changed once or twice.

Consider how texture information must be stored: each primitive must have u and v coordinates
for every vertex and a reference to the texture it is using. As the texture state must change every
time a primitive with a new texture reference is encountered it makes sense to order the
primitives in such a way that similar textures are grouped together. Texture storage will be
discussed in greater depth after the section on Multi-texturing.

3.3.4.2.

Multi-texturing

Multi-texturing is the method by which several textures can be mapped onto a single primitive.
Imagine I have a grassy valley in my terrain, say I want a path to wind along the valley floor.
There are two ways of doing this: the first is to draw the path onto the grass texture, which might
not be feasible if the texture is tiled or has a very low detail. The second way is to lay a new
texture - of a path - on top of the primitives with the grass texture. This has the added benefit of
allowing the path to be of a higher detail than the grass - people generally walk on paths so path
detail is more important.

3.3.4.2.1.

When it is necessary

Multi-texturing can be used for far more than just laying paths on grass. I have suggested a
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number of interesting effects which I have so far not discussed. These are: light mapping, bump
mapping, detail mapping and environment mapping all of which fall in the realm of multitexturing. None of the above can be achieved with a single texture (ie: one texture cannot be
altered at runtime to give any of these effects).

3.3.4.2.2.

Hardware constraints

Multi-texturing is a horrible, graphics card dependent beast. At the beginning of the year very
few graphics cards supported more than two texture stages. This has changed later in the year
with relatively affordable cards supporting three or eight textures. This leaves me as a
programmer with the question of what to implement and what not to. The majority of people
will have graphics cards with one or two layers, with a handful having cards that can do more.
As my texturing decisions were made at the beginning of the year my implementation and design
are based on the availability of at least two texture stages. Graphics cards with only one stage are
generally also not fast enough to manage any part of this project. Having only two texture stages
is not a problem if more then two effects are needed. It is possible to emulate - to some extent multi-texturing functions with multi-pass texturing.
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Multi-pass Texturing

Textures can be successively layered on top of each other using multi-pass blending. Multi-pass
blending renders a primitive with a single texture and then renders the primitive again; but with a
different texture. If the second primitive is rendered with a blending function then both textures
will be visible.
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3.3.4.2.3.1

Emulating Multi-texturing

Multi-texturing (technically called single-pass multi-texturing or multiple texturing) cannot be
accurately emulated by multi-pass texturing though the more useful effects can be reproduced.

There are two options which affect how a primitive blends with the rendering surface (ie: the
screen which already contains a rendered primitive). The first is the blend equation which
determines how the source (Cs - the primitive) and destination (Cd - the screen) interact. The
second is the blend function which determines the weighting of the source pixels (S) and the
destination pixels (D).

C is the final colour written to the render surface. The blend equation in its additive form
appears:

C = CsS + CdD

In its subtractive form:

C = CsS or C = CdD

And in its min/max form:

C = min(Cs; Cd) or C = max(Cs; Cd)

The weightings S and D are quadruplets corresponding to the reg, green, blue and alpha
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channels. They weight component wise which is to say that red is weighted by the first
component, green by the second, blue by the third and alpha by the fourth.
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Useful arguments for S and D are:
Zero (0; 0; 0; 0)
One (1; 1; 1; 1)
Colour (Rd; Gd; Bd; Ad)
One minus colour(1 - Rd; 1 - Gd; 1 - Bd; 1 - Ad)
Alpha (As; As; As; As)
One minus alpha (1 - As; 1 - As; 1 - As; 1 - As)

Table 1.
For a complete list see: “The OpenGL Graphics System: A Specification (Version 1.2.1)” or the
“DirectX 8.0 Programmer's Reference”. Note that DirectX only allows the blend equation in its
additive form, the subtractive form is a subset of the additive form and the min/max form
produces no useful results.

The two multi-texture effects I need to emulate are: modulate and blend factor alpha. Modulate
is the quadruplet multiplication of the source pixel and the destination pixel:

C = (Sr; Sg; Sb; Sa) x (Dr; Dg; Db; Da)

And can be achieved using Multi-pass texturing by setting D equal to the source colour and S
equal to zero:

C = Cs(0; 0; 0; 0) + Cd(Sr; Sg; Sb; Sa)
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Blend factor alpha is the quadruplet addition of the multiplication of the source pixel and its
alpha channel and the destination pixel and the inverse of the alpha channel.

C = (Sr; Sg; Sb; Sa) x (As; As; As; As) + (Dr; Dg; Db; Da) x (1-As; 1-As; 1-As; 1-As)

And can be achieved using Multi-pass texturing by setting S equal to the source alpha and D
equal to one minus the source alpha.

C = Cs(As; As; As; As) + Cd(1-As; 1-As; 1-As; 1-As)

Multi-pass texturing emulation of Multi-texture effects can be done for the majority of effects
though effects like cross product 3 will never be possible. This might seem to contravene what I
said earlier in this section (multi-pass texturing cannot accurately emulate multi-texturing) but
does not. The case I am was considering uses two or more texture stages in a multi-pass
emulator to try and emulate even more stages in a single-pass texturer. For instance: if I have a
graphics card supporting three texture stages and need an effect which requires eight it would be
practical if I need perform only three passes (made of three, three and two stages). Sadly this is
not to be. The single-pass texturing is done atomically as far as state changes in the texture
engine are concerned. It is not possible to change the blend equation between the first and
second stage textures. This means that the blend equation will not just be applied to the first
texture stage as a single texture (thus emulating multi-texturing as above) but to all the texture
stages. Thus if I am alpha factoring the first stage onto the screen using the blend equation the
second stage will still be alpha factored with the first stages alpha channel. This produces
horrible results.
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Effects

Multi-texturing can be used for more than just overlaying one texture with another. Multitexturing effects additionally deal with enhancing realism through lighting type effects.

3.3.4.2.4.4.

Light maps

Per vertex lighting calculations are granular and easily visible as such on any large primitive.
Tessellating this large primitive to reduce the granularity increases the number of vertex
transforms that must be performed and the number of primitives that must be streamed to the
graphics card. Neither of these increases is desirable as both slow the system down. Using a
light map the lighting granularity can be highly refined without needing any more primitives.
Instead of calculating the lighting equations per vertex they can be calculated per texel.

There are two useful light mapping textures. They are the diffuse light map which takes values
from the diffuse lighting equation and the specular light map takes values from the specular
component of the lighting equation. The diffuse map is not camera dependent and is used in the
majority of applications. Specular light maps are pointless if applied to an object with only
diffuse lighting. The specular light map and the diffuse light map can be combined into a single
texture map if there are not enough texture stages to render both. Neither the diffuse nor
specular maps have an alpha component. In cases where memory is an issue and light colour is
not, the lights maps can be monochrome textures. A third light map is the fog map, fogging is a
part of my lighting engine and thus I consider the fog map to bes a light map. The colour
component of the fog map should be written with the fog colour and the alpha component with
the fog density. To achieve a swirling fog effect the colour component can be animated, either
with predefined textures or using some mid-point plasma calculation. A more crude effect can
be achieved by jittering the alpha values.
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The diffuse map must be modulated with the base texture and then the specular map must be
added. Lastly the fog map must be alpha blended on top.

3.3.4.2.4.1.

Environment maps

Truly reflective surfaces are computationally very expensive and except in the case of a perfectly
reflective surface like a mirror - it is difficult to see the reflection. Environment maps are a quick
method for approximating partially reflective surfaces. A chrome bumper will reflect the sky but
the reflection will be distorted and coloured by the curvature and colour of the bumper.

Spherical environment mapping assumes that the environment texture is a complete 360°
spherical picture of the scene around the object. The texturing coordinates are found using the
view vector and its reflection vector about the surface normal. Cube maps are similar except the
environment texture is a cubic picture. Latitude environment mapping is not supported by
DirectX or OpenGL.
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Cubic environment maps do not have texture coordinates, instead they use a 3D vector.
Changing the texture coordinate format causes havoc with object storage and many cards do not
support it. Cubic environment mapping is not implemented in this project.

3.3.4.2.4.2.

Bump maps

A bump map is basically a height map which is converted into a set of normal vector
perturbations by DirectX - OpenGL does not support bump maps. The theory runs that the
lighting engine will use the bump map vectors in conjunction with the surface normals to
produce bumpy lighting effects. The DirectX and OpenGL lighting engines both calculate
lighting vectors only at the vertices and then interpolate colour information. The bump map
vectors are never used. I have not designed my own bump map format because using my own
software lighting engine to calculate light intensity at every bump would be extremely slow.
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DirectX works around this lighting problem by using the bump map information to perturb the
texturing coordinates in the previous texture stage. The previous texture stage must be an
environment map. If a good environment map is chosen the bumps are indistinguishable from

the real lighting generated with a lighting engine.
Figure 31 was generated using the bump mapping demo provided with the DirectX 8 SDK.
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Detail maps

Detail maps are small tileable textures that are applied when an object is viewed up close. They
are usually monochrome with large white areas and are modulated with the previous texture

stage.
The detail maps in figure 32 are from the ATI demo, Radeons Ark.
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Textures need a texture coordinate, two floating point numbers, at every vertex.

In multi-

texturing every texture stage needs two colour arguments and a colour operation; and also two
alpha arguments and an alpha operation. In multi-pass texturing a source and destination
blending argument is needed. Often primitives share texture coordinates at shared vertices.
Primitives also share texture maps, blending and texture stage options. Trying to create a
structure which can store every possible texture combination is a truly nightmare operation.
Emulating multi-texturing with multi-pass texturing makes it even worse.

The usual principle (put it in an array and reference it) does not apply to texture coordinates: two
floating point numbers are only twice the size of pointer and no computations are done on them.
Wether one wants a texture coordinate array or texture coordinates stored at primitive vertices is
a matter of personal preference. Neither the memory wasted nor the time taken to reference an
array are significant. In multi-texturing the same stage operations are usually applied to the
entire object (eg: a light map modulated with a base texture) so storing the stage operations per
primitive is wasteful. The operations can be placed in a multi-texture operation/argument array
and as will be seen later will not even need to be referenced very often. Similar reasoning applies
to multi-pass texturing, blending functions tend not to change per-primitive and thus can be
stored in a multi-pass texturing function array.

The question remaining is: “how many textures to allow per primitive?”. Using multi-pass
texturing there is no theoretical limit. Practically a system will start straining with more than
about four. Using multi-texturing no graphics card supports more than eight textures per
primitive and it is desirable to use them all. In scenario using seven texture stages is: two base
textures, a detail map, two light maps, a bump map and an environment map. Forcing the
number of multi-texture stages to a low number, say three would adversely affect realism on a
system which could handle it. Most cards still only have two texture stages so forcing the
number to eight is wasteful. Thus a fixed size array will not suffice, a structure containing the
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number of textures and a pointer to a list of pointers will be needed. This calls for a lot of
runtime memory allocation which Java is very good at but, sadly, C++ is not.

Finally, now that all the texturing information is here, how does the system know which texture
(ie: x by y grid in memory) it refers to? This is library or API specific as OpenGL and DirectX
implement their texture managers in different ways. DirectX stores a pointer to a texture object
whereas OpenGL gives textures a numeric name. DirectX’s textures are object oriented whereas
OpenGL’s are not. This can cause quite a lot of pain when trying to write a generic application.
A wrapper texture object must be written which either makes OpenGL’s texture appear like
DirectX’s object oriented ones or makes DirectX’s textures look like they are accessed through
global functions accepting a texture name. See Appendix B - A Comparison between DirectX
and OpenGL for why this is worse than it sounds.

3.3.5.

The Special Vertex Array

An object needs more than just geometric information if it is to interact with other objects in the
world. Having an array of vertices which are always transformed (regardless of wether the object
is visible or not) and which form part of no primitives can be useful.

The centre of an object can be stored and have a bounding sphere attached to it. Skeletal joint
positions can be represented. Shadowing elements can be attached as can lights and even
cameras. Checking every vertex in a mesh for collisions with another mesh is a slow process so
collision point can be defined and only those need be checked. All these are very useful options
and all can be done using a special vertex array.
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Is the Special Vertex Array Needed

But is a special vertex array really needed? Every object has a bounding sphere so it need not be
attached to a special array. Shadowing elements could use their own format which could be
better optimised for them. Attaching lights and cameras to special vertices means they must be
part of an object also and actual mesh vertices could be defined as collision points. Why bother
with a special array? The answer is simply because the special array is always transformed. If
any of the above were not attached to it they would need their own separate transform code.
Certainly this can be written and without overly much effort but having a generic vertex
transform will allow for more options can greater stability. In the case of lights and cameras,
they can be attached to a null object (an object without geometric information), and retain all the
benefits of object manipulation (translation, rotation etc...).

A camera class for instance could contain a reference to an object and three references into its
special array. These would be the view point, a point giving a direction vector from the view
point and a point giving an up vector. A camera can thus be easily bound into an objects head
and will always look in the direction that head is facing.

3.3.5.2.

Attaching Shadow Elements

The shadow elements are spheres, clipped planes, cylinders and cuboids (see The Lighting
Engine for Shadows - 3.5.1.2.1.) All of these elements can have their positions and orientations
defined by points. It is easier to recalculate a cylinders orientation from a pair of points than it is
to try and track the movement of an arm which could have a fractional weighting applied to its
transform. Thus a cylinder would have a pair of radii defined; and a pair of references into an
objects special vertex array. If the cylinder is not radially symmetric it can have a reference to a
point defining an up vector as well.
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Attaching Collision and Force Points

Force points allow a skeleton to be dragged around using inverse kinematics. A tree, for
example, could have force points defined at the ends of leafy branches which are then affected by
wind. How far up the skeletal hierarchy the inverse kinematics affects must also be defined but
this is out of the scope of this project. Likewise a force point affected by gravity could be
defined near the centre of an object. Actually all force points should be affected by gravity or an
object will look as it is falling through a very strong updraft.

Collision points can be defined at an objects feet and hands to make sure it does not fall through
the terrain or put its hand through doors etc... Collision points are also linked into skeletons and
can use either forward or reverse kinematics (again this is out of the scope of my project).

3.3.5.4.

Attaching Lights and Cameras

A lights position can be defined by a point referenced from an objects special vertex array. This
makes the code for a caveman carrying a burning torch very simple, a light just has to be attached
to his hand. A lights direction can be determined from another point referenced from an object.
This makes the code for carrying an electric torch equally simple.

3.3.6.

Optimisations

Objects are the fundamental part of any scene (there would be no scene without them).
Optimising objects for speed is one of the most important optimisations which can be done.
Storing vertex and normal data in such a way that it is never redundantly transformed is
important but it is more important not to transform it at all if the object is not visible.
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An object should not be lit by a light that does not affect it. This seems like a really obvious
statement but applying the lighting equations to an object which is out of a lights range will cause
a lot of calculations to return zero - a complete waste of time. This is discussed in greater depth
in section 3.5.1.4. - Lighting Volumes.

It also stands to reason that if there is no chance that a pair of objects could have collided (for
instance their bounding spheres do not intersect) then checking for collisions per primitive will
achieve nothing except an alarming speed decrease.

3.3.6.1.

Object Culling

This deals with not transforming or rendering objects which are not visible. Any objects whose
bounding sphere falls outside the viewing frustum is not visible. Objects behind other objects
will also not be visible. There are two ways of dealing with this.

The first is to define visibility sectors: An object standing within a certain sector will not be able
see objects in another sector. For example a viewing sector could be defined on either side of a
high wall, if I am standing on one side of the wall I will not be able to see what is on the other
side.

The second is to use an objects shadowing elements to determine wether one object obscures
another (it is pointless to use primitive information because the primitives would have to be
transformed first which is what I am trying to avoid). This is done by projecting a cone type
shape from the view point through the obscuring objects shadowing elements and then checking
to see if it completely covers the other objects bounding sphere. A slight optimisation can be
made by first checking if an objects bounding sphere obscures another objects bounding sphere,
if they do not no more checks are made. This is not a satisfactory method as often shadowing
elements are smaller than the actual geometric detail leading to objects being culled whilst still
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visible. It is a computationally expensive method which will rarely cull an object in a terrain
scene. Except in the case of big rocks, bits of objects will stick out from behind trees and things.
In a terrain scene speed optimisations are lost.
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Object Interactions

For finding object collision a good general rule is to do a hierarchy based collision check. If
objects are in the same area sectors then the bounding sphere check must done, if they are not
there can be no collision. If objects bounding spheres intersect then the primitive check must be
done, if they do not there can be no collision.

Objects will be defined as having collision points - this reduces the number of primitive/primitive
intersections that must be made. If an object composed of a thousand primitives could possible
have a collision with another object also made of a thousand primitives, then every primitive in
the first object must be checked against every primitive in the second object. This gives a million
complex calculations (three line segment/triangle intersection tests). The same object with four
collision points will need only four thousand line/triangle intersection tests. This requires that the
object be a closed polygon. Even using collision points checking every primitive a still a long
process. Substituting shadow element data for the primitives reduces the number of interactions
even further. In some cases, like the terrain, collisions can be very easily calculated if additional
information is known. The terrain is logically an ordered 2D grid, finding which cell a point is
above is trivial as is finding wether the point is above or below that cell.

3.3.6.3.

Precalculated Levels of Detail

The geometric detail of an object near the viewer must be higher than that of an object distant
from the viewer. The number of triangles and vertices in a mesh can reduced based on two
criteria. The change in sharpness of a point and the change in volume associated with a point.
An example of the first criteria would be a cats ears. They are pointy and removing the vertices
defining them would flatten them into the head completely. This is the loss of important
information. It would be better to remove a vertex on the side of the cats head, which might
make it look somewhat blocky, but not noticeably so at a distance. For the second criteria
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assume it is a very fat, round cat, none of the vertices making up its body will be particularly
pointy but removing a vertex on its belly could cause it to diet suddenly.

The best points to remove are those which do not cause a sudden loss of a points sharpness nor a
large reduction in volume. Finding these differences requires that the shape of the mesh after the
point has been removed be known. Rebuilding the mesh in the gap left by a removed point is a
complex process (see implementation). This can take a long time if it needs to be done every
time a point is considered for removal. Thus this process is not suited to changing an objects
level of detail at runtime. If various levels of detail are calculated at startup they can be selected
when an object moves to a related distance from the viewer.

Assuming half of the vertices in an object are removed at each level of detail in an object with a
thousand vertices. Then at the fifth level of detail the object will only have 62 vertices, a
reduction in detail of 16 times. At far distances 16 times the number of objects can be displayed
at the same speed as one object close up. This is not a bad trade-off provided a distance
considered ‘far’ has been carefully placed. Objects with hundreds of thousands of vertices will
need more levels of detail. Objects should not go below about 70 vertices, they begin looking
like amorphous blobs.

3.3.6.4.

Dynamic Levels of Detail

Runtime levels of detail are preferable to precalculated ones as they save memory. This can be
done by not using triangles as the geometric primitive but patches instead. Reasons why I have
not done this have been given earlier in this section. Methods for terrains have also been
discussed in section 3.1.5.2.2 - Real-time Adapting Quadtrees.

To reduce vertex popping in precalculated methods, some runtime calculations must still be
made. A fuzzy region between two levels of detail can be defined where an object has a
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combination of those levels. One method is to draw the object twice, using both levels of detail
and alpha blend the higher detail out. Another method is to interpolate the geometric detail
between the high detail and low detail models. Both of these methods can be done over time or
distance. If a change in detail takes place the blending/interpolation can take place over time,
regardless of wether the camera moves again. A level of detail line can be used to determine the
blending in a distance based scheme (see section 3.1.5.1.1.2. - Runtime Levels of Detail)

3.4.

Skeletons, Animation and Movement

Skeletons are a fundamental part of intelligent animation, they allow meshes to be warped
according to object interactions as opposed to simple key frame animation. In most games when
an avatar reaches for an object (say a door handle) their hand will not align properly with it
unless they are standing in the correct position. That is the objects mesh interpolates between a
standing frame and a reaching frame with no regard for position. Using a skeleton the hand can
be placed on the item no matter the orientation and inverse kinematics can be used to pull the
rest of the object into position. I will not discuss inverse kinematics in this project - it is a
substantial section with no real bearing on the display of the object. I will provide the
mechanisms by which a skeleton can be added to an object, then any type of control can be
applied.

3.4.1.

The Form of a Skeleton

I use the term skeleton to encompass more than just the biological term. I use it to refer to any
mobile point in an object. This includes wheels, pistons and even tentacles amongst the more
extreme forms of internal movement as well as hinges and ball-joints
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Skeleton Joint Representations

An important question becomes that of how to represent skeletal joints in code. Hinges are fair
form for a simple joint and can be depicted as a rotation about a line. Hinges fails to fulfill more
complex joint requirements. A collection of hinges orthogonal about their hinge lines can be
used to approximate a ball joint but can never represent a joint which requires scaling or
translation.

A class could be written which includes different types of joints, eg: rotational and transnational
but there is already a mathematical method for representing these transformations - and more - in
one operation: matrices.

3.4.2.1.

Rotational Joints

Rotational joints require some axis for rotation, this can be given by the primary axes or some
arbitrary axis. Problems with using the primary axes are that: a) the model must be aligned with
rotations on the x, y, or z axis, b) multiple joints in a limb will lose their alignment as soon as a
previous joint rotates.

Rotation about an arbitrary axis produces better results. In the case of multiple joints the axis
can be rotated as well - keeping its alignment with the objects vertices. The axis can be
represented as a line and be defined by vertices. The maths behind rotating a point about a line is
quite processor intensive and having complicated skeletons with many joints can slow the system
down. In the case of many points rotated about the same axis, a lot of maths need only be
calculated once and can be cached. Rotational joints can be a better choice than matrices if the
skeletons are simple.
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Matrices

Matrices provide a platform for much more complex animation than rotational joints do. Any
matrix can be applied to a collection of vertices, thus rotation, translation, scaling and shearing
can all be achieved using a single data type. If carefully applied even the contraction and
elongation of muscles can be simulated.

Perhaps the only drawbacks with using matrices are the number of operations needed to perform
a matrix/point transform, or worse the operations needed to perform a matrix multiplication.
Speed can be severely affected by many joints as at least three matrix multiplications must be
done for each joint.

3.4.3.

Joint-Vertex Relationships

No matter what form the joint takes the vertices must be attached in some manner. A common
solution is to attach only one vertex to each joint, this produces animation which has sharply
defined joints and causes extreme stretching of very few polygons. Each vertex can have a
weighting assigned to it which represents the amount by which it is transformed by the joint.
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Attaching vertices to joints can be done in a number of ways, I will discuss two - both of which
are closely related to sectors.

3.4.3.1.

Bounding Box

This is a simplification on the cuboid sector, the bounding box is defined by a pair of points (as
opposed to eight points). All vertices within the bounding box are assigned to a joint with a
weighting of one. This method is unsatisfactory as joint edges and pinching and stretching of
polygons can be seen.
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Plane Bounded

Using a plane bounded sector groups of vertices can be selected. Weightings can be assigned
according to the vertices position relative to a line segment. Only the component of the vertex’s
position parallel to the line segment is considered, this is discussed in greater detail in section
4.5.2. -The Weighting Line. Along the line segment weightings are applied in a linear fashion,
higher order weightings could be used but this is complicated as the total weighting on every
point should add to 1.0. Some interesting (and undesirable) effects occur if they do not.
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3.4.4.

Storing Skeletal Data

Skeletal data is hierarchal in nature as well as having variable structure eg: five fingers on a hand
but only one hand on an arm. There is always one root node or joint situated in relatively
stationary area, usually the pelvic region in animals, this node gives the major orientation of the
object and also position when the skeleton is matrix based. The root node is equivalent to the
model view matrix in OpenGL.

Skeletal data can only be stored in a tree structure. Every node must have information on nodes
above as well as information on the current joint. This is discussed in greater detail under
implementation.

3.5.

Lighting Considerations

Lighting is a more important consideration for real time rendering than is sometimes realised. It
can require more computation time than the object transform. The effect of every light must be
considered at at least every vertex and the equations are more complex than vector/matrix
multiplication. It makes sense that not calculating lighting in every frame will provide a
substantial performance increase. To this end I have decided to implement my own lighting
engine.

3.5.1.

A New Lighting Engine

Both DirectX and OpenGL have functional fast lighting engines so the question arises: why
design an a new one, why not use the existing ones?

There are a number of reasons, the most important, in my opinion, is control. Using an existing
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engine limits me to their designers specifications. If I need an effect not included in the engine it
must be hacked out using other available methods, sometimes the effect cannot be achieved
satisfactorily. I have two reasons for needing more control in my project, the first is shadowing.
A shadow is caused by an object blocking out light falling on a surface. However using one of
the existing graphics libraries there is no way to block out light over an area, the entire surface is
lit and then afterwards the shadow is drawn on top. This is a local illumination model which
allows for only a single object/light interaction, objects can not interfere with each others
illumination. Writing my own global illumination model allows me to detect a light ray/object
intersection before calculating the effect of the light on a surface. No illumination is added for
the light in question and thus the point on the surface under consideration remains dark - a far
more true to life effect than adding the shadow afterwards. Not calculating lighting effects for
dark points also speeds calculations. Shadows will be discussed in greater detail later.

The second reason for control is that existing engines recalculate the effect of every light on
every primitive. Most of these calculations are redundant. In any scene most objects and lights
are stationary so there is no need to recalculate lighting information. This theory does not hold
for specular illumination which uses camera information as well. I assume that the camera is
always moving so I have made no attempt to optimise for a motionless camera. In the case of
diffuse lighting, there is no camera dependent variable so lighting states can be saved and only
updated on movement. Certain types of movement produce more pronounced changes in the
lighting on an object. Translation hardly changes an objects lighting at all (unless its very close
to the light) whereas rotation can cause drastic changes (a 180° rotation will bring an objects
dark side into the light). When there is little change in the lighting state of an object it need not
be updated every frame. Updating once every three frames gives a three times increase in
performance and is not noticeable.

The second reason for writing my own lighting engine is the eight light maximum imposed in
DirectX and OpenGL. This is very easy to work around so is not much of an issue. To have
more than eight lights in DirectX or OpenGL a new light class would have to have been written
anyway, to track which objects are currently affected by which lights. This tracking becomes
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trivial if it is integrated in a full lighting engine: all the required information is already available
without having to reperform calculations because the graphics libraries lighting stage appears
atomic to an application using it.

The third reason is volumetric fog. Only distance based fog is provided by DirectX and OpenGL
the methods and arguments for displaying fog are very similar to those for shadows and will be
discussed in greater detail below.

The final reason for a new lighting engine ties in closely with control again, certain lights will
never illuminate certain areas, any objects within these areas can ignore these lights. This is the
principle behind a lighting volume.

3.5.1.1.

An Eight Light Maximum

It has been shown that the most interacting lights the eye can practically distinguish is about
eight. This is because a weak light interacting with a strong light is barely noticeable, shine a
torch outside in daylight, and it is assumed that if there are more than eight interacting lights
there will be a strong enough light within the eight to flood the others out. Thus DirectX and
OpenGL only support eight lights. The problem is they only support eight lights, not eight
interacting lights. If I am walking down a long torch-lit corridor and each torch only illuminates
a small volume not even extending to the next torch then all I will see is eight torches with the
rest of the corridor in complete darkness. This is clearly not the correct effect.

What should be in place is a mechanism to specify a very large number of lights (practically
unlimited) and then allow the lighting engine to work out which lights interact with which objects
and which primitives within an object. This means that a board lit by twenty spot lights, none of
which overlap, will be seen as a board lit by twenty spot lights - not eight. It is the designers
problem to ensure that one object is not lit by twenty lights or every primitive in that object will
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Shadows and Global Illumination

Shadows are the bane of any programmer writing a realistic illumination model. Local
illumination is a relatively simple affair: if there are n objects and m lights then the complexity of
the lighting calculation becomes O(nm) assuming every light interacts with every object. Global
illumination however has a complexity of O(n²m) as every object interacts with every object as
well. What this does not show is that the number of object interaction could be very high.
Assuming just two objects each made out of a thousand primitives and no self interaction then
the number of checks to discover if just one primitive is shadowed will be one thousand. Checks
for all primitives in an object will be one million and checks for all primitives in both objects will
be two million. This represents a huge amount of computation. And it gets worse. At the
moment I am assuming one ray primitive check for the receiving primitive in object one and one
ray primitive check for each primitive in object two. However if a more detailed shadow is
required then many ray primitive checks will need to be made. If the primitive has a light map of
only eight by eight texels then there will be sixty-four ray primitive calculations for every
primitive in object two and a thousand of those in object one (the receiving object). That works
out to sixty-four million calculations for one shadowed object with only one other object
interacting with it. This is no longer a real-time application, it’s a raytracer.

With this result in hand a true global illumination model does not seem feasible anymore. It
might be quicker to use the stencil buffer to paste shadows onto lit polygons. After all the
hardware rasteriser can do this given the correct matrix projections.

3.5.1.2.1.

The Lighting Engine for Shadows

It is possible to use the lighting engine to generate shadows, however a number of simplifications
have to be made. Using the actual geometry of an object to project its shadow gives rise to the
number of primitive/ray intersection calculations needed. If simpler geometry is used these
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primitive/ray intersections are reduced thousand fold. As this project requires that each object
have different geometries for different levels of detail it is possible to pick a simpler (generally
the simplest) level of detail to project the shadow. Even this is still slow, requiring tens to
hundreds of calculations per primitive.

Assume the object is roughly spherical in shape then its shadow projector can be approximated
by a sphere, reducing the number of calculations per primitive to one. Not a bad reduction from
the thousand in the example.

Unfortunately most objects are not spherical and do not

approximate well as spheres. A human is sort of thin and tall whereas a computer monitor is box
shaped. A human can be approximated by a collection of cylinders and a monitor can be
approximated by a cuboid. In fact using spheres, clipped planes, cylinders (including cones) and
cuboids every object can be decently approximated - hence forth these will be referred to as
shadow elements.

If light maps are being used it is not necessary to calculate ray intersections for every texel.
Assume I have a primitive which has a shadow across it but I am not yet sure where it is. I can
perform a ray intersection for the left most texel and discover that it is in shadow and then a ray
intersection for the right most texel and discover it is not. I can then perform a ray intersection
for the middle texel and discover it too is shadowed. I can then assume that every texel from the
left to the middle is shadowed and leave them dark. This assumption falls apart if the shadow on
the primitive has a lot of detail or just misses both edges. I am not using complex shadows so
the first point is irrelevant and if the shadow is small enough to be missed then it is probably
small enough to not be important to a viewer either. Working on the right hand side I can
subdivide the line between the middle and right most points and calculate a ray through it, again I
will no which side is shadowed and those texels can be left dark. This methods is a binary search
and has all the binary searches benefits, it will reduce the number of ray/texel intersections from
eight to three in a light map eight texels across and will reduce the calculations in a sixty-four
texel wide light map to six.
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For large primitives with relatively small or complex shadows on them it is possible to step
across the texture performing many small binary searches.
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The 1D search can be extended to 2D by subdividing squares instead of lines. The squares
divided are only logically considered to be squares, in actuality they will be distorted by the shape
of the primitive they cover. Square edges at the points of a triangle will have unit length and

require only one calculation.
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The approximation is possible because light maps are low resolution and are rendered using per
texel interpolation which gives them fuzzy edges. Per vertex shadowing using Gouraud shading
also produces fuzzy shadow edges and is low detail enough that the exact form of a shadow
element cannot be clearly seen. Sometimes they are low detail enough that any shadow form is
not visible - light maps are better option. Fuzzy edges on shadows give a scene a more natural
look than sharp edges. Except in the case of a point light (which is not a real-world construct) all
lights cast shadows with soft edges. Lights similar to point lights will cast better defined
shadows (eg: a desk lamp compared to a flourescent tube).

3.5.1.2.2.

Stencil Buffer Shadows

Being a purist I do not believe stencilled shadows should form a basic part of a lighting engine
but as they do require lighting information there is no better place to discuss them. Stencil
shadowing is performed per primitive on the receiving object. It uses the hardware rasteriser to
accomplish per primitive rendering of the casting object onto it. Stencil shadows use the stencil
buffer to clip out all primitives except the receiving primitive under consideration. The casting
object is projected into the plane of the receiving primitive using an appropriate matrix
transform. The hardware rasteriser then renders the casting object in black with some blending
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giving the appearance of a sharply defined shadow. It is possible to modulate the receiving
primitive with the inverse colour of the shadowed light, effectively subtracting it from the
primitive nonetheless I have never seen this done, black is always used.

3.5.1.3.

Fog

Fog can enhance realism, provide ambiance, and obscure artifacts sometimes caused when
distant geometry comes into view. Essentially, fog is implemented by blending the colour of a
primitive in a scene with a chosen fog colour. DirectX and OpenGL provide only distance based
fog, which has no counterpart in the real world. I have decided to implement volume based fog
as it is more true to life and provides a wider range of effects.

3.5.1.3.1.

Volumetric Fog vs Distance Fog

Distance fog is based on the depth of an object in a scene or its distance from the viewpoint. As
objects grow more distant, their original colour blends more and more with the chosen fog
colour, creating the illusion that the object is being increasingly obscured by tiny particles
floating in the scene.

Volumetric fog is based on pockets of fog which obscure only objects in and behind them.
These fog pockets hang above the terrain and can be walked into and around, unlike volume fog
which always begins at a certain distance from the viewer no matter how long they run towards
it.

Using Volumetric fog a copse of trees in a hollow can be fogged for a sinister look. This is not
possible using distance based fog - distance based fog can be thought of as volumetric fog which
extends to infinity in every direction (thus it is not real world). The density (amount of blending)
for distance fog is easy to calculate whereas the density of volumetric fog is not. My sinister
copse could have a far more sinister effect than its look suggests, the calculations to determine
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fog density are complex and must be applied at least per primitive. Volumetric fog can be
thought of as a coloured shadow cast by the fog volume from a light at the viewport. All the
problems inherent in shadowing carry over to fogging, along with a few new ones. With
shadows a light is either obscured or it is not. With fog the view to the viewport is not so binary,
the density of the fog between the viewer and an object determine how obscured that object
appears.

3.5.1.3.2.

The Lighting Engine for Fog

Fog volumes can be represented in many different ways, the easiest is spherical fog. If I am
looking at a tree seen through a spherical fog volume then every pixel on screen must be blended
by the density of the fog I am looking through. A ray/sphere intersection must be calculated
between my camera and every pixel. The calculation to find the length of a line bounded by
intersections with a sphere are fairly simple (see section 4.4.1 - Spheres). If the fog is assumed to
have uniform density then the density of fog obscuring a pixel is given by the length of the line.

The fog volumes are not required to be closed, my copse in a hollow could have a fog volume
bounded only on one side by a horizontal plane. It extends to infinity below the plane but this is
not a problem as the fog density is only calculated up to the first primitive, in this case a tree or
the terrain floor.

Any sector can be used as a fogging volume although the more complex they become the slower
the application will become. I have found no need for anything beyond spheres and planes. The
fog shape and density can also be given by a 3D grid, each cell stores the density of the fog at
that position. When pixel/viewport ray is fired through this grid the length of the line in each cell
is multiplied by the cell density and added to a total. There is little reason to use such complex
fog because fog will in general have a uniform density and can be more simply built out of
sectors.

Calculating the fog density at every pixel cannot produce a decent frame rate. As there is not
often a sharp density change across the screen fewer calculations can and the results interpolated
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between. As it happens sharp density changes will only occur on edges of the underlying
geometry, provided the fog volume is simple. If I am looking straight at a large box set against a
wall the fog density between me and the box will be less than between me and the wall - the wall
is further away. The only sharp change in density will be along the boxes edges. This is a very
useful effect as fog density only has to be calculated per vertex rather than per pixel, a possible
saving of thousands of calculations. If the primitive the fog is being mapped onto is very large
and the fog volume small then it is possible that the fog may not be visible at all because the
vertex ray calculations never intersect it. In this case a fog map should be applied across it and
fog densities calculated per texel. Fog maps can be very low resolution as fog volumes are
usually large with no sudden changes.

If light maps are already being used it is possible to use them for fog mapping as well but this is
not advisable because fog maps are completely dependent on the cameras position and must be
updated every frame. Changes in the fog map will require that the light map be recalculated as
well, which destroys all the optimisations for camera independent lights given in the previous
section.

Per vertex fog is not a mainstream method of drawing fog. Far more common is stencilled fog
which compares closely to stencilled shadows. Having complete control over the lighting engine
means that it is not necessary to stencil fog on after lighting but can be done during the lighting
process. Stencil fogging can be slower than vertex fogging despite using the hardware rasteriser.
This comment cannot be well substantiated as it depends on both CPU speed (for vertex fog)
and graphics card speed (for stencil fog); both which vary widely. Stencil fogging must perform
hundreds more calculations than vertex fogging but they are done in hardware. Being a purist I
use volume fog - I don’t like pasting lighting effects on after the lighting phase is finished.

The last method for drawing fog is render it as an alpha-blended object. This is not satisfactory
at all as the object needs to be tessellated along every sharp density boundary - these boundaries
are defined by geometry behind the object causing very complex tessellations.

3.5.1.4.

Lighting Volumes
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A lighting volume is a mechanism by which lights can selectively illuminate geometry depending
on the geometries position. Lighting volumes serve two purposes. They disable lights which
could never affect geometry - there is no sunlight in a cave for instance. And they allow lighting
states to be interpolated between. Example: the transition from sunlight to the darkness in a cave
mouth.

Lights have to be added to a lighting volume before they can affect geometry within it. Objects
also have to be added to lighting volumes though this process is automatic. Most objects are
stationary - eg: the cave - and will only have to be added to a lighting volume once. Provided the
object and lighting volume never move the object will not need to be updated. When lighting
volumes states need updating there is one special case to consider. If an objects bounding sphere
intersects two or more lighting volumes then it must be tagged as such. When the object is
passed to the lighting engine it must be checked per vertex to discover which lighting volume
information must be obtained from. If per vertex checking was not done on boundaries an
object passing from a sharply shaded cave mouth into the sun would have its extremities
rendered in shadow despite being in sunlight.

3.5.1.4.1.

Sector Based Lighting Volumes

Any sector can form the basis of a lighting volume. Cuboid and plane bounded sectors are most
useful because the planes can be given arbitrary orientations. 2D closed curve sectors are
restricted to horizontal and vertical planes.

3.5.1.4.2. Light Transitions

A line segment can be placed in a lighting volume to cause the a lights intensity to fall to zero at
one end whilst being bright at the other. Lights affected by linear light transitions must have their
dark side defined.

This is the same algorithm for finding skeletal vertex weightings and is

discussed in greater detail in section 3.4.3.2., skeletons with plane bounded sectors.
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Optimisations

As I have stated the lighting engine is the most computationally expensive code in my project,
optimisations can cause speedups of many factors which is important as I consider a frame rate
increase from 20 fps to 25 fps to be significant.
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Constant Lights and Motionless Objects

If both the lights and the object are unchanging then the lighting state of the object will not
change from frame to frame. Recalculating the state servers no purpose, there is an exception
when an object has a specular component - lighting must be recalculated on camera movement as
well. Generally objects are designed so their materials will not have a specular component
because the specular equation is more complex than the diffuse equation. It is possible to store
just diffuse information because it is assumed that the specular information must be recalculated
every frame. Unfortunately this was not possible in my project for reasons discussed under
implementation.

The terrain is a very large, immobile object which will be lit mostly by unchanging lights. The
greatest optimisations should be done for class of object. It can be assumed the terrain will be
either in darkness or in sunlight and that this state of affairs will change rarely or not at all.
However the terrain will also have lots of little changing lights affecting it, voiding one of the
requirements above. The terrain can be lit by only long term constant lights once and then that
information stored (either in light maps or vertex data). Then when the lighting state changes due to some barbarian carrying a torch around - only the change needs to be calculated and when
the light goes away the initial values can be reset. Two light maps will be required, the initial one
and the one with the small changes. If memory does not allow this then areas which have
changed can be tagged and only those areas need to be recalculated when the light leaves.

3.5.1.5.2.

Less than Per Frame Updating

In the real world a lot of objects do not move very much. Think of someone sitting behind a
desk or trees swaying in a breeze. In both these case the objects lighting state changes very little
(in fact there is a case in which an object can move and not have its lighting state change: when
gliding through a parallel light source). Updating an objects lighting every frame is pointless if
the change is barely noticeable. Also where a scene has huge amount of movement but the
processor just cannot cope with it may be necessary to update only a fraction of the lighting every
frame. Most people are not observant and will not realise that an object is lit on the wrong side
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when there is a lot happening.

3.6.

The Transform Engine, Design and Considerations

The transform engine performs all transform operations needed to convert a scene from a 3D
world to 2D screen. That is it performs all matrix and quaternion maths needed translate, rotate,
scale and taper vectors. I use the term vector to refer to any 3-space tuple. In this project points
are a vector quantity though strictly speak some operations should not be performed on them.

3.6.1.

A New Transform Engine

The problem with both DirectX’s and OpenGL’s transform engines is that it is difficult to get
transformed vector information from them. As I had a fairly complete set of transform
operations (Great Dane) available to me at the beginning of this project it I began using and
extending it until it until it became apparent that it would be easiest to reject the OpenGL engine
and write my own.

The most notable design consideration I made with respect to the transform engine was changing
from Java to C++. Java’s maths libraries are slightly slower than C++’s which becomes
significant when millions of operations are needed. Java is also designed not to allow low level
programming constructs which is fine for business applications but not realtime 3D ones.
Fudging pointers and writing core maths routines in assembly can speed C++ up by an order of
magnitude compared to an equivalent Java program.

The transform engine is an implementation issue and does not need an in-depth discussion here.
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Implementation
Implementation

A Bottom up approach

The bottom up approach was used for designing all the small core routines which I thought I
would need. These are the geometric and mathematical classes. Also included were my early
thoughts on primitive representation and simple mesh building helper functions.

A completely bottom up approach can fail when the larger picture is considered, for example:
my mesh helper functions fell apart when I realised I would need a more complex mesh.

4.2.

A Top down approach

The top down approach was used to design the complicated high level classes, objects in
particular. I began this project using a bottom up approach, on the theory that if I had a good
basis everything else should just fall into place. The problem was I designed a good basis for a
simpler project and whenever I started getting to higher level constructs I kept having to go back
to basic classes and add more functionality. I changed to a top down approach when things were
getting more fragmented and disjoint than I could handle.

A top down approach is, on reflection, better for a research project. Changes in design have left
me with many, many small useless classes. I assume that a completely top down approach is as
bad as completely bottom up one, not realising the core functionality of a system could leave one
with unreachable targets. I think that after several hiccups and false starts I managed to find a
happy medium.

4.3.

Transform Implementation

Vector transformations are fundamental to displaying a 3D scene. Because hundreds of
thousands of transforms are done every frame designing a fast transform engine is a necessity.
The precision of calculations used in a 3D graphics need not be great, in general all transforms
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are calculated from immutable data every frame. Trigonometric and exponential calculations in
the default libraries are slow (compared to addition) as they use hundreds of processor cycles to
calculate to a high degree of precision. Using lookup tables to calculate these functions provides
approximately a twenty times increase in speed. Sine, cosine, arcsine, and arccosine functions all
use my own maths library which has a precision of only four to five decimal places. An
interesting (and annoying) aside is that it takes longer to perform a square root using look up
tables than it does using the maths co-processor. A required floating point to integer conversion
takes longer than the square root function.

Figure 41 is not a true entity relationship diagram, it show the relationships between the data type
classes, transformer classes and the maths library.
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Three-Tuples

Three-tuples are vectors with three components, four- and two-tuples exist as well but are not
often used. My three-tuple implementation has been taken from Great Dane with minor changes.
All the usual vector operations can be performed on them (addition, scalar multiplication,
normalisation and the dot and cross products).

4.3.2.

Matrices

I have written two matrix classes: a general m x n one and an optimised 4x4 one. The 4x4
matrix is used to transform vectors and is further optimised to transform large arrays of vectors.
Hence the three-tuple-array class came into being. This class is designed to multiply a three-tuple
by a 4x4 matrix which, mathematically speaking is not a correct operation. If the three-tuple is
seen as a four-tuple with its homogenous component set to one the multiplication can be done.
Type casting between four-tuples and three-tuples is a needless waste of time. The 4x4 matrix
class is also designed for partial vector transformation (in which the transnational component is
ignored) which is useful for transforming normals. Lastly the 4x4 matrix class can perform
matrix multiplication.

I have also designed a matrix 4x4 stack class which is used for transformations in skeletons. It
includes all the usual stack functions (pushing, popping, loading etc...). Unlike DirectX’s and
OpenGL’s matrix stacks the top is always available for manipulation. This can be dangerous in
inexperienced hands but allows any operation in the matrix class to be used. It is dangerous
because local matrix multiplication could be done accidentally - the geometric result would be,
for example, a rotation about the origin instead of a rotation about the point the origin had been
transformed to.

The general m x n matrix class can handle any sized matrix and can multiply them provided it is
mathematically legitimate. It can also bring a matrix to reduced row echelon form which I is
used for finding coefficients for cubic splines (until I gave up on them completely). The 4x4
matrix class is completely compatible with the general class. Any operations performed using
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both will yield a general matrix and any typecasting should take this into account.
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Implementation
Quaternions

My quaternion class is largely derived from Great Dane and is used solely for rotating a point
about a line (this is after all what quaternions do) or for building the equivalent rotation matrix.
The quaternion is represented as a four-tuple.

4.3.4.

Relation to the Transform Engine

The transform class is very simple as all the mathematics is handled by the above classes. All the
transform engine does is provide an interface for transforming three-tuple-arrays. It can either
alter the source array or place the results in a different array. The transformations can be
weighted and added to the destination array for skeletal animation.

4.4.

Interactables

Interactables are a term I use to describe any geometries which can interact with other
geometries.
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Spheres

Assume I have a sphere with centre S and radius R. A point will be inside the sphere if the
distance between it and S is less than R. A line starting at L in direction D will have a sphere
intersection if:

|(S - L) x D| < R

perpendicular distance from line segment < radius

4.4.2.

Cylinders

The cylinders I use can have theirs ends capped with spheres as well as having different radii. If I
have a cylinder defined by a line segment with start L direction, D and length W, start radius R1
and end radius R2 then point P will be inside it if the following is true:

Let d = (P - L) · D

d is parallel distance along line segment

If (d >= 0) and (d <= W) then

Point lies parallel to line segment

Let f = R1 + (R2 - R1) * d / W

f is radius of cylinder at distance d

Let c = |(P - L) x D|

c is perpendicular distance from line segment
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If (f >= c) then true
else false

If (d < 0) or (d > W) then

Check if P is in relevant circle

4.4.3.

Planes

A plane can be represented as a four-tuple where the first three components are the components
of a vector perpendicular to the plane and the last component is a unique constant. Assume I
have a plane with normal vector N, constant d and a point P then P is in front of the plane if:

N· P+d>0

P also is distance:

|N· P+d|

from the plane. Assuming I have a line starting at L with direction D (normalised) and a plane
[N, d] then the parametric line representation is:

r(t) = L + Dt

and the intersection with the plane is r(t) for:

t = - (d + N · L) / (N · D)
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A plane can be found for any three points that are not collinear if the points are V0, V1 and V2
then the plane is:

a = V0y(V1z - V2z) + V1y(V2z - V0z) + V2y(V0z - V1z)
b = V0z(V1x - V2x) + V1z(V2x - V0x) + V2z(V0x - V1x)
c = V0x(V1y - V2y) + V1x(V2y - V0y) + V2x(V0y - V1y)
d = - (V0x(V1y.V2z - V2y.V1z) + V1x(V2y.V0z -V0y.V2z) + V2x(V0y.V1z - V1y.V0z))
N = [a, b, c]

[N, d] with N normal to the plane and d constant.

4.4.4.

Triangles

Determining the intersection of a triangle and a line. Assume the triangle has vertices V0, V1 and
V2 and that the line intersection, P, with the plane defined by V0, V1 and V2 has already been
found. Then plane with points V0, V1, V2 and P must be flattened into one of the primary axes.
The best axis for this can be found by looking at the components of the planes normal, if the
minium component is Nz then the xy axis should be used as the plane is ‘most parallel’ to it.
Once the points have been flattened into a 2D plane it is easy to apply Jordans curve theorem, or
some quicker technique, to find if the point is in the triangle. Jordans curve theorem is outlined
in section 4.5.1. - Closed 2D Sectors.

The intersection of a pair of triangles can be found by testing for point intersections in the second
triangle using the first triangles edges (which are line segments). This must be reversed and
repeated (the second triangles edge intersections with the first triangle). If any of the edges
intersect a triangle then the triangles intersect.
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Terrain

Finding the height of a vertical line intersection with a terrain is relatively easy. The cell the
intersection will take place in can be determined by dividing the x and z components of the line
by the terrain scale. The integer part of the division refers to the cell, the fractional part to the
point within the cell. Because a cell is generally not planar (the corner heights do not lie on a
plane) some ambiguity to the shape of the cells surface is present. The height can be found by
linear interpolation. If [x, z] is the position in the cell, the components having ranges from zero
to one, and H1 to H4 are the heights of the corners (taken clockwise from the fractional origin)
then intersection height, h, is:

Let w1 = H2*x + H1*(1 - x)

w1 is height at the top of the cell

Let w2 = H3*x + H4*(1 - x)

w2 is height at the bottom of the cell

h =w1*y + w2 * (1-y)

h is height along vertical line between w1 and w2

This method will not reflect the actual polygon height of the cell. The true height has determined
by the geometry of the terrain can be found by converting the triangle the vertical line is over into
a plane and then performing a line intersection.
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Implementation
Sector Implementation

Closed 2D Curves

A closed curve is useful because it can be used to portray boundaries on a terrain. The curve is
represented by a series of connected 2D points. The top and bottom of the volume are defined
by horizontal planes. The curve does not close until the close method is called on it so
applications requiring an open curve can fudge one. The class expects that the curve is closed
and will produce odd results if it is not. The most pronounced problem would be finding if a
point is inside the curve when using Jordans curve theorem
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Jordans Curve Theorem

Counting the number of curve intersections with the curve from the furthest intersection to the
point under consideration will return either an even or odd number. If the number is odd the
point is inside the curve, if it is even it is not.
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The Weighting Line

Weighted values can be found for points about the line. Only the parallel component of the
points’s position about the line segment is considered. If the point falls above or below the line
segment then a weighting of 1.0 or 0.0 is assigned, depending on which end of the segment the
point is closest to. Along the line segment weightings are applied in a linear fashion.
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Lighting Engine Implementation

Like the transform engine there is no specific lighting engine class. The lighting routines form
part of the object interaction class, the entity tracker. Had I used more complex lights it would
have been necessary to use a new class but I have only three simple lights. The lighting engine
includes routines to obscure primitives according to the intervening fog density, these methods
are practically also a part of the entity tracker.

4.6.1.

Lights

A light is anything that provides illumination. For the discussion below the illumination, I, at a
point, P, will be due to lights L1 to Ln’s lighting vectors V1...Vn respectively. Lighting
intensities, I1 to In, are described using three-tuples of unsigned byte values where zero is black.
P has normal N.

4.6.1.1.

Ambient Light

Ambient light has no lighting vector as it is directionless and affects every object in a scene
equally. It is simply added to the current intensity.

I = I + I1

Ambient lights are attached to objects but require no special vertices.
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4.6.1.2.

Point Lights

Point lights illuminate primitives radially from a point. Point lights are good approximations for
filament light bulbs and small fires such as a burning torch or match. Point lights attenuate with
distance D; I do not use constant or quadratic attenuation, only linear attenuation. An
attenuation factor, k, is used to tweak intensity falloff.

V1 = ||P - L1||
Let g = (N · V1)

g is fractional unattenuated intensity

D = |P - L1|
Let f = 1/(kD + 1)

f is attenuation

I = I + I1gf

Point lights are attached to objects using one special vertex.

4.6.1.3.

Parallel Lights

Parallel lights do not have a position, only a direction vector. Any very distant light source and
be approximated with a parallel light as such they are usually used for sunlight. Parallel lights are
significantly computationally cheaper than point lights as no direction vector or attenuation have
to be calculated.

Let g = (N · V1)
I = I + I1g
Parallel lights are attached to objects using two special vertices. Code can be optimised by
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calculating the lighting vector once per frame.

4.6.1.4.

Specular Highlights

I have omitted specular highlights from this right up because the approximation I use does not
give particularly good results and the accepted equation is slow.

4.6.2.

Shadows

A shadow is cast by any object that blocks the lighting vector between a light and the object it is
lighting. For an object to be shadowed the light must be set to cast shadows, the object must be
set to receive shadows and any intervening objects must be set to cast shadows. If any of these
conditions are not met no attempts at object/light vector intersection will be made. Shadowing
elements are spheres, planes, cylinders and cuboids. Line intersections with each are discussed in
section 4.4. - Interactables. I make no allowance for translucent shadowing elements, if a
shadowing element sits between a vertex and a light then no calculations for that light are made
(ie: I = I + 0).

4.6.2.1.

Spheres
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Spheres are the simplest shadowing elements requiring just one special vertex and a radius.

4.6.2.2.

Cylinders

Cylinders require two special vertices and two radii. I never completed the implementation of a
flattened cylinder which would have required an additional special vertex for an up vector, as
well as four radii instead of two.

4.6.2.3.

Planes

Planes have to be clipped to provide useful shadowing elements. A plane array is used in which
the first plane is the shadowing plane and every plane after it is a clipping plane. Only points on
the shadowing plane which lie on the normal side of every clipping plane are considered for
shadowing.

4.6.2.4.

Cuboids

Cuboid shadowing elements are made of a plane array of six planes. An object is only shadowed
if the intersection with a side plane falls within the bounds of the four adjacent planes.

4.7.

Terrain Implementation

The terrain forms the core of my project and every aspect of my design - with the exception of
skeletons - has application in either generating or displaying it.

4.7.1.

Terrain Generation

Most of the algorithms for terrain generation have been discussed under design. Those which
were too complex or small will be discussed in this section
4.7.1.1.

Safe Reading/Writing
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It can never be assumed that a function which can write anywhere to a terrain will only write to
the terrain. There will invariably be some input which will cause it to
over right memory it does not own. Given the random nature of terrain
generation it can be assumed that a bad function call will be made every
run. Writing a method which checks the bounds on any writing to
the terrain grid is
a necessity. This is a very simple set of functions which clip terrain positions, convert geometric
positions to terrain grid positions , convert terrain grid positions to terrain texture positions (and
vice versa) and ensure that coordinates are sorted correctly when doing block writes. These
functions can write to the terrain using absolute or relative heights.

4.7.1.2.

Humps

The humps used in generating a random terrain use the following algorithm. The radius, r,
position [px, py] and height, h, are assumed.

for y = -r to r
for x = -r to r
Let height = (cos (¶/r * x) + 1)/2 * (cos (¶/r * dy) + 1)/2 * h
Add h to position [px + x, dy + y]

4.7.1.3.

Normals

Normals for any point on the terrain grid can be found quickly because the grid is ordered. As
the grid has unit length the height (y component) of a normal will be two units, the x component
will be the difference in height between points east and west and the y component the difference
between points north and south. The normal must lastly be normalised. There are eight special
cases at edges and corners which must be dealt with but the principle is the same.
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4.7.1.4.

Get Height

When the level of detail of a terrain block is being reduced the heights from the removed points
should not be discarded. The following algorithm uses a four pointed star pattern to gather
heights from surrounding points before writing the new height to the simplified block. The
approach is recursive and has the property of automatically weighting points according to their
distance from the main point.

The algorithm is in two parts, the first which gets heights from adjacent points.

Function Get Height (x, y)

Let h = 0
Let n = 0
If position [x, y] is valid then
h = h + 3 * height at [x, y]
n=n+3

If position [x - 1, y] is valid then
h = h + height at [x - 1, y]
n=n+1

And so on for the last three points on the star

If n = 0 then
return 0
else
return f / n
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The second part recursively calls itself in the same four pointed star pattern and collects heights
using the above algorithm

Function Recurs (L, x, y)

l is the level of recursion

Let h = 0
if L > 1 then
h = h + Recurs (L - 1, x , y)
h = h + Recurs (L - 1, x + 1, y)
h = h + Recurs (L - 1, x - 1 , y)
h = h + Recurs (L - 1, x , y + 1)
h = h + Recurs (L - 1, x , y - 1)
return h / 5
else
if L > 0
h = Get Height (x, y)
return h
else
return height at [x, y]

4.7.1.5.

Greyscale Heightmaps

A height map can be generated from a greyscale image however the pixel values cannot usually
be mapped directly onto the grid or the height. Solving the height problem only requires
multiplying the pixel colour value by a scaling factor (in general of the order 0.1). Scaling the
image to fit over the terrain grid is somewhat more challenging.

Originally I tried putting a cubic function through a pair of pixels (their first derivatives can be
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found and their second derivatives can be set to zero). This would allow me to evaluate the pixel
intensity at any fraction of pixel size I chose. Unfortunately the maths I was using to generate my
coefficients was incorrect and the first derivative was not continuous at the boundaries.

As sometimes happens I became hooked on cubic splines and whilst putting a spline through
every pixel on a horizontal or vertical line is possible the images are big (typically 1024x1024)
and putting a spline through thousands of points is slow. This digression gave rise to my general
matrix class discussed in section 4.3.2. - Matrices. Particularly the row and column operations
for solving sets of equations therein. As cubic splines were not working I pioneered my own
spline class and coined the term linear spline for it.

Linear splines use a pair of linear functions and a quadratic weighting to form a smooth curve
between a pair of points. The first linear equation is derived from the first pixels colour and
gradient and the second equation from the second pixel. The two equations are added with a
weighting w. Assuming unit distance between the pixels and a point distance d between them
then w can be found:

w = (d - 0.5) * 2
if w < 0 then
w = ((w + 1) * (w + 1)) / 2
else
w = (1 - (1 - w) * (1 - w)) / 2 + 0.5
w has range zero to one.

Linear splines are placed through every horizontal row of pixels and then also through every
vertical column on the terrain grid. Pixel intensities for the vertical columns can be interpolated
from the horizontal splines as necessary.

An asides: whilst linear splines may not be mainstream they can be generated far faster than a
bicubic function and achieve practically indistinguishable results.
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Terrain Visualisation

I implemented three approaches for rendering the terrain once it had been generated. They are
all block based methods.

4.7.2.1.

Static Regular Grid Regular Block Structure

This is the simplest implementation as it involves dividing the terrain grid into blocks and
displaying those blocks that fall withing the viewing frustum. This method requires no grid to
object conversion as triangle strips are drawn along the grid’s rows. The static regular grid
regular block approach is surprisingly effective (see conclusions, section 6.1.1. - Geometric
Detail.)
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Realtime Adapting Regular Grid Regular Block Structure

The second implementation used an adapting block structure based on the distance from the
block to the camera. This methods also does not convert the blocks into objects but does require
that several different grid structures be defined of successively lower levels of detail, exactly like
a mipmap. Taking the data directly from the grids posed a number of problems when trying to
weld blocks with adjacent edges but this can be overcome by interpolating the low detail blocks
edge with a detail level equal to that of the high detail blocks edge. The detail along the edges of
a high detail block is always reduced to that of the low detail block. This implementation could
also base its level of detail on the terrain complexity. Block dimensions must be square and are
limited to powers of two.

This implementation paved the way for the arbitrary block structure with the pluggable block
concept. Terrain areas which could not be represented as a 2D grid could have their blocks
disabled (unplugged) and a new arbitrary object inserted (plugged in).
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Static Regular Grid Arbitrary Block Structure

This implementation saw the introduction of blocks as objects. Objects allowed the terrain to
take any arbitrary form although they are usually still geometric grids with edge differences
precalculated. Using a generic object class solved a number of problems from the previous
implementation. Notably: lighting vectors did not interpolate well at fractional levels of detail,
different numbers of textures per block did not work (this could have been fixed but it would
have been an ugly solution) and joining block edges to object edges was horrible.

Originally my transform engine was written to ease the welding of object/block edges (it needed
to be done during the transform stage rather than before it) but then it became apparent that any
objects level of detail used the same principle and thus my entire transform/lighting/projection
pipeline was born.

4.7.2.4.

Realtime Adapting Regular Grid Arbitrary Block Structure

The realtime adapting regular grid arbitrary block structure was never fully implemented as I ran
out of time and my method for generating and displaying the various levels of detail was still
flawed. The theory was that adjacent objects could have edge vertices defined and then when
two different levels of detail occurred they could be interpolated between. The problem arose
when an object, lets assume a simple grid structure with a high level of detail was adjacent to an
object (another grid) with a very low detail of level. The vertices along the edge of the high
detail object would need to know how to reduce themselves to that of the very low detail object.
This requires an array of vertices with a high detail level but low apparent detail level so that the
high detail level can be interpolated to the very low detail level with a minimum of calculations.
My object implementation did not allow for this at all and would have needed a major change in
object structure (see section 4.8.4 - A possible fourth attempt).
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Object Implementation

The object class has gone through a number of changes, I had always assumed objects would be
needed on the terrain (grass and trees etc...) but it was not until I needed to implement the terrain
as an object that they were considered a fundamental part of this project.

4.8.1.

The First Attempt

The very first attempt was a basic vertex/normal array which allowed one texture and only
smooth shading. It had no methods to ease or safeguard the entering of vertices into an object
and was really only good for loading pregenerated meshes. The only optimisation was a
bounding box for culling it when it fell outside the frustum.

4.8.2.

The Second Attempt

The second attempt was a monster which stored all its data in isolated primitive structures.
OpenGL’s primitives are triangles, quads and fans and strips of either. The second object
attempt allowed for all of these, triangle strips are more efficient to draw because the same vertex
is not transformed twice for each triangle. The vertex and normal three-tuples were all stored at
the primitives vertices rather than referenced from an array; OpenGL transforms all the vertices
in a primitive regardless of wether an identical vertex had just been transformed in another
primitive so there was no speed increase. A work around would have been to build vertex lists
but then deformable skeletons would no longer work so it was not an option. The second
attempt allowed for a practically unlimited number of texture layers (arbitrarily limited to a
thousand.)

The second attempt object was designed for designing meshes and had a vast number of methods
for this, it was almost impossible to break with bad data as every conceivable bound was checked
and any errors reported. Sadly with all the safeguard checking and primitive complexity it was
difficult to work with and the number of redundant transforms and unneeded texture layers made
it slow.
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The Third Attempt

The third attempt is the object described in the design considerations it fixes the limitations of the
first attempt and the complexities of the second. It introduced levels of details into objects and
its only major flaw is that this did not work. Generating levels of detail proved to be tricky and
was never finished.

The third attempt object is not a single class, it is broken two categories, those which are form
part of the design classes and those which form part of the visualisation classes.
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The PolygonMesh, PolygonObject and Triangle classes all form part of the design category
which used for manipulating the geometric mesh. The EntityObject, EntityMesh, FaceArray and
Face all form part of the visualisation category. The FaceVisualisation class is common to both.
The EntityInstance class allows many objects with the same mesh but different positions,
orientations etc... to be displayed without duplicating the geometric mesh. It contains a unique
special array and skeleton for every instance as well as visibility information, shadow information
and a pointer to an EntityObject class.

4.8.3.1.

The Generic Design Object Class

Mesh manipulation is necessary for any randomly generated scene. Even if the terrain were not
considered it would not look good to have one pregenerated tree loaded and then scattered.
Ideally what is needed is a method to generate random trees and whilst tree generation is not a
part of this project suppling a mesh which can be fitted to a tree structure is.

The methods in the PolygonMesh class include: SetVertex, SetNormal, SetMaterial and
SetTexture for adjusting vertex data. I have written a number of wrapper functions for easily
adding vertices to the mesh - the Set functions are low level and require a lot of arguments to
alter a vertex, the PolygonMesh class keeps track of the current vertex and primitive being
manipulated and the wrapper functions reduce the arguments needed.

The close method discards any unused vertices in a mesh and frees their memory. The clean
method finds triangles in which edges are co-linear and discards them. The tesselate function
breaks a triangle into three separate triangles all attaches at the old triangles centre. The various
normal generation methods create smooth to flat shading depending on the method and the angle
between the triangles planes being considered. The smooth function pulls all vertices towards
each other, effectively smoothing the mesh.
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Generating levels of detail

The methods to generate a new object with a lower level of detail are not trivial as the above
methods are and needs a more in-depth discussion. An object has its detail defined as a fraction
of the number of vertices of the object with a level of detail directly above it. An object with a
thousand vertices and a fractional LOD of two thirds will generate a low detail object with six
hundred and sixty seven vertices. The questions remain: how to decide which vertices must be
removed and how to rebuild the geometry in the hole left by the missing vertex.

4.8.3.1.1.1.

Removing A Point

The two criteria for removing a point - point sharpness and the volume change - have been
mentioned before but they will be discussed in more detail here.

4.8.3.1.1.1.1.

Point Sharpness

The sharpness, p, of a point is illustrates in Figure 50 below.
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The points sharpness can be found with the following algorithm:

Let N = [0, 0, 0]
Loop across the number of triangles in an object
If the triangle shares the vertex under consideration then
N = N + Triangle Normal
Normalise N

N is now a normal pointing in the direction of sharpness/pointiness

Let EdgeArray[0...?] be an array of vectors
Let E[0...1] be an array of vectors

Loop across the number of triangles in an object
If the triangle shares the vertex under consideration then
Let t = 0
Loop over the triangle edges
If an edge shares the vertex under consideration then
Let P2 = the vertex under consideration
Let P1 = the other edge vertex
E[t] = P2 - P1
Normalise E[t]
t=t+1
Loop across EdgeArray
If no vector in EdgeArray = E[1] then
Insert E[1] into EdgeArray
If no vector in EdgeArray = E[2] then
Insert E[2] into EdgeArray
Let p = 0
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Loop t across EdgeArray
p = p + (E[t] · N)
p = p / number of edges

p is now the sharpness of the point ranging from 0, for a flat plane to 1 for a line

4.8.3.1.1.1.2.

Volume Change

Finding the change in volume related to removing a point is non-trivial. It requires knowledge of
what the rebuilt geometry would look like and there are usually several ways of doing this.

Finding the volume change proved to be to complex for this project which is why levels of detail
were never completed.
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Rebuilding Geometry

Assuming a vertex has been flagged for removal the geometry around it must be rebuilt. Firstly a
summary of the geometry which will be removed must be made, then the actual triangles making
up the geometry must be removed and new triangles inserted according the summary
information.

All the summary consists of is the general orientation of edges sharing the removed vertex. This
is done, as in the previous algorithm, by finding all the edges sharing the vertex then converting
them to unit length vectors, adding the vectors and normalising the result. The final normalised
vector gives the major orientation of the geometry. A random orientation vector is chosen to
align all the edge vectors in roughly the same direction, if an edge vector is perpendicular to the
orientation vector then a new random orientation vector is chosen and the algorithm restarted.
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The Closed Curve Revisited

Any convex or concave polygon can be created using the closed 2D curve sector class. This is
useful for rebuilding geometry because the points on the 2D curve can be remapped to arbitrary
points in 3D space. The plane of the curve must be oriented such that the maximum curve area
is represented when 3D points are flattened onto it.

A concave polygon can be built on a 2D plane using the following algorithm: Starting at the first
vertex in the curve, count two vertices along and try and insert a triangle using the edge joining
the two vertices. If the triangles centroid lies inside the curve then it can be added. If it lies
outside the curve, count one vertex back. Repeat this process until a forward count wraps back
over the first vertex. When this happens create a new sector using the edges used to generate the
triangles. This can be done recursively until the sector size drops below three vertices.
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However it may sometimes be necessary to divide the original sector into two before using it to
generate triangle data. In fact the curve is always divided along the longest line that can be
drawn between any two vertices which share the major orientation vectors orientation.

4.8.3.2.

The Generic Visualisation Object Class

The design class is implemented as a set of isolated triangles, each with vertex, normal and
texturing information. Converting to the visualisation class involves stepping through all the
triangle vertices, finding unique vertices and building them into an array. Normals require a bit
more effort as only one normal per shared vertex in smooth shading must be added regardless of
wether it is identical to another normal from another vertex or not. For flat shading only one
normal is added per triangle but, again regardless of wether or not an identical normal already
exists. Texturing and material information is designed in such a way that it can be used by both
class sets without conversion.

4.8.4.

A Possible Fourth Attempt

The never finished fourth attempt was designed due to the need for working levels of detail. It
increased the object complexity immensely as vertices for interpolating between any adjacent
objects edge with any level of detail needed to be stored as well as vertices for interpolation
between its own levels of detail. The amount of vertex information which needed to be stored
for this attempt was to great and better methods for interpolating between adjacent object edges
need to be found. This is where my project implementation ended.
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Skeleton Implementation

The skeleton class contains a matrix stack and the base skeletal bone. The skeletal bone class is a
node which can have any number of child skeletal bone nodes. The skeletal node class contains
information pertaining to the current node. The base vertex is a reference into the special object
array and provides the pivot point or origin for any skeletal transforms at that node. Trans is the
transform matrix which will be applied and the verts, norms and specials are all vertex
weightings/references for how it will be applied.
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Figure 55 shows an example of hierarchal skeletal deformation. The smooth bend is caused by
the weighted matrix transform at every vertex.
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An Example Application
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Results
Results

Due to the graphical nature of this project, trying to get concrete results from it is difficult. Both
performance and realism can vary widely from system to system. Bearing this in mind I have
done comparisons on one computer though the results are inconclusive as part of my project is
written under Red Hat Linux 7.0 using Java and OpenGL and the other part is written under
Windows 98 using Borland C++ and DirectX. Also to be considered is that my third object
implementation uses my own transform and lighting engines whereas the first and second used
DirectX’s and OpenGL’s respectively. It must be remembered that if my low level function calls
were optimised and rewritten in assembly and if a large number of redundant vector
transformations were removed, then a speed increase of at least a factor of three could be
produced.

5.1.

Performance

The table below lists the performances of my various attempts compared to the Optimised Mesh
application provided with the DirectX 8.0 SDK. Optimised Mesh uses hardware vertex
processing which explains its very high score. The normalised result is used for comparison
between the various applications and is calculated as
(Triangles * FPS) / 106
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The applications below were all running in windowed mode and every vertex processed formed
part of visible triangle.

Application

Operating

Graphics API

Language

FPS

Triangles

System

Normalised
Result

Attempt 1

Windows 98

DirectX

C++

54

32 768

1.77

Attempt 2

Red Hat

OpenGL

Java

6

42 598

0.26

C++

21

38 204

0.80

101

46 464

4.69

Linux
Attempt 3

Windows 98

DirectX

Optimised Mesh

Windows 98

DirectX

Table 2.

The following table demonstrates how objects who’s bounding spheres fall outside the viewing
frustum can be quickly culled out, giving a marked increase in frame rate. It is interesting to note
that the normalised result remains much the same which means the triangle throughput was
largely unchanged regardless of how many objects were actually visible. Had this not been the
case then my object culling routine would be the bottle neck - as opposed to the rasteriser.
Unfortunately my graphics card is synchronised to the monitor refresh which limits the
maximums number of frames per second (the result for the optimised mesh in the previous table
is valid as the maximum number of triangles which can be drawn in one refresh are.)

FPS

Total Triangles

Transformed Triangles

Normalised Result

Inflated Result

32

38 204

26 136

0.84

1.22

53

38 204

16 152

0.85

2.02

93

38 204

8 856

0.82

3.55

101

38 204

7296

0.74

3.85

101

38 204

768

0.07

3.85
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Table 3.
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The results in table 3 are for attempt three. The inflated result is calculated as the total number
of triangles that would have been drawn, had they not been culled. Annoyingly it is still less than
that of the optimised mesh. I think I should design a scene with a couple of million triangles in it
and then look away from them.

The table below shows the results of changing the level of detail in a realtime adapting terrain.
The entire terrain was always visible so no frustum culling was done, the level of detail was
changed independently of the camera position.

FPS

Total Triangles

Transformed Triangles

Normalised Result

Inflated Result

6

42 598

42598

0.26

0.26

8

42 598

31 946

0.26

0.34

10

42 598

23 960

0.24

0.43

13

42 598

17 970

0.23

0.55

17

42 598

13 476

0.23

0.68

Table 4

The reason for the decrease in the normalised result is uncertain but could be due to the
interpolation functions which would take a relatively longer amount of time to calculate at low
detail levels. It should be noted that it is not fair compare the results from table 4 with those
from table 3 and draw the conclusion that Java is very much slower than C++.

The

implementation for attempt two was badly written, particularly the number of redundant
transform calls made.
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The number of lights in a scene also affects the performance, the following table was generated
with varying numbers of lights and types. Every object was forcibly relit every frame.

Light Type

Number

FPS

Transformed Triangles

Normalised Result

Ambient

1

36

24 600

0.89

Parallel

1

32

24 600

0.79

Parallel

2

29

24 600

0.71

Parallel

3

26

24 600

0.64

Point

1

30

24 600

0.74

Point

2

26

24 600

0.64

Point

3

21

24 600

0.52

Table 5.

As expected, parallel lights are quicker than point lights and ambient lights, which take
practically no processing power, are fastest.

Shadows come with a very high performance cost, particularly where the receiving object is
large, in this instance a terrain. In the following table every vertex is checked for a shadow
occlusion regardless of wether the cone from the shadow sphere intersects the terrain blocks
bounding sphere.

Shadow Elements

Light Types

FPS

Affected Vertices

1 Sphere

1 Point

24

13038

2 Spheres

1 Point

20

13038

1 Sphere

2 Points

20

13038

2 Spheres

2 Points

15

13038
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Table 6.
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5.2.

Results
Realism

The realism of a scene cannot be quantitatively described so the following results are qualitative
and taken from peoples impressions of some of the finished applications.

The screen shot below is from attempt one. It was unanimously considered to be the most

realistic.
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The next screen shot is from attempt three, my texture engine was still broken when it was taken.

This screen shot is generally considered to look like a sea floor with a yellow filter and lowly on
the realism chart.
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The screen shot below is another one from attempt three, its backed by a billboard with a sky

texture. It’s the same mountain from section 3.1.3.1.5.3. - Edge Flattening.
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Conclusions
Conclusions

The major conclusion is, not unexpectedly, the performance/realism trade off - displaying a high
detail scene is always going to be offset by low frame rates.

6.1.

6.1.1.

Realism

Geometric Detail

Modelling every blade of grass would present an exceptionally realistic scene, but it would
present it as a slide show. In less extreme cases, such as curve modelling for trees, it is necessary
to approximate the smooth curve with a more angular surface - reducing the number of
primitives. The reduction of any geometric detail is crucial and forms the basis of realtime
adapting structures.

Reducing detail has a number of disagreeable side effects - the most

notable being on the terrain. If the terrain has an object on it at some distance but has a low
geometric detail it is very likely that the object will not sit flush with the terrain. Whilst it is
possible to change the objects position so it always sits on the apparent terrain this is not
desirable. Firstly the calculations needed to find the height of the apparent terrain - as portrayed
by its primitive data - are complex and slow. Which voids the point of having a LOD
implementation. Secondly, assume I have a castle on a hill and the hill is at some low level of
geometric detail and has caused the castle to shift. If a bird lands on a rampart does it land on
the castles true position or the castles apparent position. Obviously it must land on the apparent
position but this means that the bird must move when the castle does dues to terrain LOD
changes. Taking this a step further, assume I am an archer and I shoot the bird, being a
marksman I can do this from far away. I have fired at the apparent bird but the application can
tell I was shooting real bird based on the apparent position of the bird for my level of detail. The
arrow hits the apparent bird and kills it. The real bird - which was perched blissfully several feet
higher - has seen an arrow come flying towards it but several feet off the mark and ignored it.
Imagine the shock it gets when it falls over dead as the arrow hits the wall beneath it. Trying to
synchronise objects positions in a multi-user environment is impossible - LOD effects must be
lived with.
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Reducing geometric detail is important in the design stage also. Curved objects should be
avoided wherever possible. If a square plant pot can be used over a round one then it must be
done. Small details which the majority of unobservant people will miss should also be left out.
A door with a key hole can have it painted on unless its absolutely necessary that someone peep
through it. Reducing the geometric detail of the scene also includes quickly culling out those
objects which cannot be seen. To this end the world should be designed to restrict vision
wherever possible. Rather than putting a village on an open plateau, put it in a volcanic caldera
with only entrances through twisty crevices.

6.1.2.

Texture Detail

This is one section where I hate to give up detail, I really like high definition textures. Texture
require many megabytes of RAM and it is just not possible to store textures with the detail I
would like. This is not entirely true, whilst storing a set of 2048x2048x32 textures for terrain
detail may not be feasible it is still possible to tile and repeat much smaller textures. In general
some areas of a large texture will be similar in appearance to other areas on it and the large
texture can be broken into smaller textures. There will be cases where matching tiled textures
end up needing the same amount of memory as the large texture would - this is the case for any
erratic detail. Multi texturing can be used to overlay the erratic detail on a small high detail
repeating tile. An example would be to tile a kitchen with a repeating texture and then use an
overlaid texture to draw a trail of blood across it (why blood? Because there is always a need for
blood spattered surfaces in computer generated games/scenes/movies/worlds.)

Detail textures should be used as they are small, repeatable and can be easily mapped (spherical
mapping will usually do.) They add realism to a scene because objects usually have a base
texture mapping whose detail is too low (to save memory) and when viewed up close; present
maybe a dozen texels for inspection. A detail map gives the illusion of a much larger, more
detailed texture footprint. Both light maps and fog maps increase the realism of a scene but
require more detailed calculations which drops performance. Light map optimisations allow
them to be used at relatively little cost but fog maps may still be too computationally expensive.
Environment maps can used as needed, if a free texture stage exists. They use practically no
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processing power and can approximate specular highlights and reflections - using an
environment map which accurately reflects things is beyond the scope of this projet. A simple
environment map, when combined with a bump map looks truly stunning if a little extraordinary.
An aside: bump maps can also look silly if their bumpiness is exaggerated to far, which is the
current trend in demos.

6.1.3.

Lighting Accuracy

Lighting is extremely important to the realism of a scene but it is possible to get away with some
quick - and inaccurate approximations. This is possible because the average person pays little
attention to where exactly a light source is in relation to an objects shading. This is something
many sketch artists employ - lighting to emphasize detail.

Specifically parallel lights should be uses wherever possible - unfortunately this is not really an
option in any closed area. If point lights must be used they should have a high falloff so their
range of effect is limited. High falloffs do not look real so this must be balanced. Large
numbers of point lights are usually only found at night and they can sometimes be approximated
by ambient light and a parallel moon light. The actual street lamps, for instance, could have bill
boarded coronas. At any time the number of lights affecting an object should be kept to a
minimum, ideally one. The effect of having many lights on an object can be seen in table 5.

The number of frames a slowly rotating object can go without being relit can vary depending on
the speed of rotation but relighting it every three frames seems to work quite well. Updating a
rapidly moving objects lighting every nth frame is noticeable when it either rotates about 180°
and presents a dark side to the viewer when everything else is lit (or vice versa) or when it moves
from a brightly lit area to a dark area and then appears to self luminesce till its relit.

Using light maps over per vertex lighting is suggested because it looks more realistic, finer
shadows and shading can be achieved. It can be very much more computationally expensive for
a high detail light map and as it might not be noticed it is not advisable. A maximum light map
texture size of 32x32 is suggested with a texture size of 8x8 still being perfectly serviceable this
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is for small objects. For a terrain the light map should be about a 64th of the size of the terrain
texture - assuming very high detail terrain textures are used. The best way to find the resolution
for a light map is to experiment.

Fog volumes and even distance fog should be avoided if possible, firstly because it can require
relighting of objects and secondly because it is very, very slow - volume fog anyway. A single
fog volume can be used without killing performance but many more will see a real time rendered
scene degenerating into something decidedly not real time. Fog volumes work best with per
vertex calculations as these are the natural sharp boundaries in fog, also per texel fogging
introduces even more fogging calculations. Fog can add a lot to the moodiness of a scene.

6.2.

6.2.1.

Performance

Never Recalculate

Never recalculate is the most fundamental maxim behind optimisations in this project. This
conclusion can be quite easily drawn by comparing object attempt two with object attempt three remember attempt two retransformed all shared vertices whereas attempt three does not.

Large sections of the design chapter deal with this so it will not be discussed in detail here.

6.2.2.

Approximations

Wherever possible use approximations, either for mathematical workings or for geometry. Cases
for this conclusion include all of my erosion techniques and the shadowing elements (which
reduce computations by factors of hundreds).

6.2.3.

Sacrificing Realism

The last and most obvious conclusion is that realism must be sacrificed for performance the
various trade-offs are discussed in section 6.1. - Realism.
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